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Preface to the First Edition

I was introduced to the fascinating world of home automation while I was visiting the home of one of my rich friends. I was surprised by how easy it all seemed: lights would activate themselves automatically when it was starting to get dark, temperatures were automatically measured in every room of the house and sent to a central server, and the status of every alarm sensor of the house could be monitored from a cellphone. But the problem at that time was huge: the solutions were tailored for that house by private companies, and therefore it was reserved only to wealthy people. And this is still an idea that is around nowadays: home automation costs a lot.

I personally have another problem with such systems: you don’t have any control of them. You have to follow everything the manufacturer has decided for you: the main controller, the sensors, the software. For example, if one sensor is failing in your system, you have to replace it with a sensor from the same brand. I remember when I was using one of these commercial systems at a friend’s house. I always wanted to change something: make a sensor easier to use, fix a bug in the interface … but I couldn’t.

Of course, the idea of building your own home automation system has always been around. I remember playing with my first microcontroller in 2003, and it was actually quite easy … if you were in the engineering world. These systems were quite closed, and each of them required learning specific knowledge about the platform. And evaluation kits for these microcontrollers also used to cost a lot.

However, the past few years saw the rise of a new movement: open-source hardware. As for open-source software, this mean that hardware designs started to be freely available and customizable by everybody. And at the heart of this open-source hardware movement, a platform was born that had a huge impact in the world of electronics: the Arduino platform. Arduino is a nice and friendly environment in which to easily program microcontrollers.

And for me, this changed everything when it comes to home automation. Now it is possible for nearly everybody with some electronics and programming experience to make their own home automation systems. And this is precisely what you will learn in this book.
Preface to the Third Edition

Since the first edition, thousands of people have used the principles presented here to build their own home automation systems. I have also received a lot of constructive feedback that allowed me to improve the book and come up with a second edition.

However, a lot of these comments that I received on the first two editions of the book also concerned the relative difficulty of the projects that were presented. It was less about the content of the projects themselves, and more about the number of programming languages used in some of the projects. For example, in the projects including communications between the Arduino board and your computer, I used a combination of Python, PHP, HTML and JavaScript. You also had to install and run a web server on your computer, which added another layer of complexity.

This why for this third edition of the book, I put the emphasis on simplifying things. First, I separated the book into two parts. The first part is about building self-contained home automation systems, with no link at all with a computer or another device. Therefore, these projects only use the Arduino programming language.

The second part of the book uses what you will learn in the first part, by adding wireless modules to the home automation projects. And to build the interface on your computer, I only used one language: JavaScript. I completely removed the need for other languages like Python or PHP. Also, I used Node.JS, which allows to program in JavaScript on the server side. This also eliminates the need to install a web server on your computer.

I hope that you will like the new presentation of the book, and that you will use what you will learn in this book to build even more exciting home automation projects with Arduino.
Introduction
1 How is the Book Organized?

This book is divided in two main parts. The first part of the book is dedicated to building self-contained home automation systems that works on their own. For example, the first system that we are going to build is a simple alarm system with a motion sensor.

The second part of the book will be more advanced, as we are going to interface home automation projects wirelessly with your computer. For example, we are going to build a graphical interface to control a lamp via WiFi.

The entire book is organized around projects on a specific topic, in which you will learn a specific set of new skills. I think this is definitely better than a “one fits-all” solution where I would have taught you how to build a specific home automation system. With smaller projects, you will learn much more and much faster, and even more importantly you will have the set of tools to build your own system that is tailored to your own home. The goal of this book is really to initiate you to the world of home automation using open-source hardware and to show you what is possible.

Each chapter will start with very basic considerations and projects, and then we will build on top of them to arrive at more complex home automation projects. In every chapter of the book, you will find sections that are organized as mini-projects. In project, you will find a list of what you will actually learn by doing this tutorial, what hardware you will need, and a step-by-step guide on how to do it, along with screenshots and pictures to guide you better through the projects.

As an aid, there will be links to websites for reference purposes. These are to help you find hardware components, and note that I have no commercial contract with the websites that I mention in these links. Also, in every project I give some advice to use equivalent components to the ones I used, in case you already have some components on your desk.

All chapters include a detailed walkthrough of the code used to build the different projects in this book. In these walkthroughs, I detail the most important parts so that you can understand how each home automation project works. However, because in some projects of this book the code is really long, I will only go through the most important pieces of the code.

Therefore, it is recommended the reader always refer to the GitHub repository of this book to get the complete code. You will find the link to the GitHub repository in every chapter of this book, or if you want to have a look right now, the link is:
https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino

Note that all chapters were designed to be completely independent from each other, so you can start with whatever chapter you like in the book without being lost. However, especially if you are a beginner, it is highly recommended to follow the chapters of this book in order from the start.

In **Chapter 1**, you will learn about what the Arduino platform really is, and why it is such a great opportunity for home automation systems. The chapter will start with a general introduction to the Arduino platform, and we will dive into the theme of the book with a first home automation project.

After that, in **Chapter 2**, you will perform your first measurements using the open-source hardware platform Arduino, and you will learn how to visualize data on a LCD screen.

In **Chapter 3**, we will continue our journey into home automation systems. We are going to build a smart lamp with Arduino, that automatically switches on or off according to the ambient light levels.

**Chapter 4** will introduce the second part of this book, in which we will build wireless home automation systems. For our first wireless project, we are going to build XBee motion sensors and manage them from your computer.

In **Chapter 5**, we are going to use another wireless technology which is used in home automation: Bluetooth. We will interface a temperature & humidity sensor to Arduino, and measure data remotely. We will also build an interface on your computer to display the data.

In **Chapter 6**, I will show you how to control a lamp using WiFi. Not only will you be able to control this lamp from your computer, but also from any device connected to your local WiFi network.

Finally, in **Chapter 7**, we will see how to use everything you have learned in this book to build a small home automation system composed of many elements, all communicating with a central interface.
2 Why Open-Source?

All the projects you will find inside the book (and on the companion website) are completely open-source, for both hardware and software. So what exactly does this mean? What are the advantages? And why make it an essential part of the book?

Well, let me first say a few words about the open-source hardware movement. Open-source software has been around for quite a while already, with the Linux operating system and its entire ecosystem, but open-source hardware is much more recent. So how can hardware also be open-source? Well, there are many open-source hardware licenses, but it basically means that with an open-source hardware system, all the schematics and PCB design files can be freely accessed and modified by anybody, as you would download and modify open-source software. Open-source hardware actually goes further than just open-source electronics, as it also concerns open-source designs for 3D printing for example, but this is something we won’t touch in this book.

There are several advantages of this open-source approach for hardware systems. The first one is that it allows people to have a look into the hardware systems themselves, and understand why the hardware system they are using is working along with the open-source software that usually comes with it. But the main advantage for me is that it allows people to modify the hardware systems and then share them again with the community. This produces a much faster development process for hardware products as it really engages the users and creates communities around a given hardware product.

And this is precisely why I put open-source at the core of this book and of the companion website: because you can access the sources of all the projects found in this book, you will be able to understand them deeply, modify them, make them better, and then share them again with the community. What I really didn’t want was to speak about home automation by just preaching my own vision; I want to engage you as much as possible to go beyond this book and make your own systems with what you are going to learn in the book.
3 What will you learn?

Before diving into the heart of this book, and building your first home automation project, I wanted to spend a few moments to explain what is you will actually learn in this book.

Of course, you will learn about home automation. You will learn how most common home automation systems work by building your own system, for example simply measuring the temperature in your home and displaying it on your computer. You will also learn about the basics of alarm systems, and how to control the lights in your home so they can adapt to your commands or to the ambient luminosity.

But you will learn more than that. You will learn about what I consider to be one of the most important platforms at the moment when it comes to do-it-yourself electronics projects: the Arduino platform. What you will learn about this platform can then be used again in many other projects.

You will also learn about electronics in general. From the most basic thing, like how to connect a motion sensor to the Arduino board, to how to connect a digital sensor, we will cover a lot in the domain of electronics, and the knowledge you will acquire can also be used in several domains outside of home automation.

Finally, you will also learn about software development. We will first program the Arduino board using the Arduino IDE, which is based on C/C++. I will also introduce a bit of HTML and Javascript to make remote measurements possible, and to control home automation systems from your computer. So with all the switching between projects and languages, you will also acquire a solid background in software development.
4 Safety concerns

Most of the projects you will find in this book use low-voltage devices, which are completely harmless. However, because in a good home automation system we want to command some 110 or 230V devices like lamps, some projects will make use of such voltage sources and can be dangerous if certain precautions are not taken.

Don’t worry. You can learn about home automation & Arduino and complete all of the projects found in this book without ever connecting your systems to the power plug in your wall, but if you actually want to install some of these devices in your home I really advise reading this section carefully.

It is usually accepted that anything above 50V is dangerous, and 25V is usually taken as a “safe” value.

For us, it means that most circuits will be safe (Arduino operates at 5V or 3.3V), the only thing where we will have to be careful is when connecting some part of your circuit to the mains electricity (which is at 110V in the US or 230V in Europe, for example).

The risks of being in direct contact with a voltage above 50V are very high, and the consequences include ventricular fibrillation, cardiac arrest, respiratory arrest, and serious burns, all possibly leading to death.

It is actually not that difficult to avoid risks when working with high voltages. The first one, which seems quite evident, is to always work with the circuit being off, and to be far from it when the circuit is in operation. Also keep in mind that something inside the circuit could have broken down and touched the case of your device, so don’t touch anything when the circuit is in operation.

Also make sure that the circuit is de-energized before touching it. Indeed, some high-voltage circuits can contain components like capacitors that store energy even if the power has been shut down. However, you won’t find such circuits in this book.
5 Prerequisites

First of all, you could just read this book from start to finish without actually doing any of the projects, and still learn a lot about electronics, programming and of course home automation. However, I really recommend spending time doing the projects yourself. You will learn so much more by doing so.

Now for the prerequisites. You actually do not need to know much, but a previous experience with the world of electronics and programming will be useful and will allow you to get through the projects faster. The projects can be run from any computer, but I will focus on using the OS X and Linux operating systems. However, the Arduino software also perfectly runs on Windows and all tutorials will work under this operating system.

For the programming side, I will use languages like C/C++, HTML, and Javascript. I will not make a full introduction of these languages when I use them, but I will detail every one of the functions I use and point to a reference if I am using more complex functions in one of these languages. But overall, we will keep it simple.

For the electronics part, I will introduce the function of every new component. Also, for every component used in the projects in this book, I will include useful links in the support pages so that you can easily find and buy these components on the web. All of the projects will use a breadboard for rapid prototyping so you don’t have to solder anything. Again, the goal of this book is to teach you about home automation using the Arduino platform so you can build your own systems later.

Most of the hardware and the software required for this book are specific to every chapter. However, there are a few things you will need throughout the book and those we will install right now.

The first thing is the Arduino IDE (IDE mean Integrated Development Environment). You can grab it on the official Arduino website at the following address:

http://arduino.cc/en/Main/Software

In the second part of the book, we are going to connect our projects wirelessly to your computer. To use the server-side code, you are going to need to have Node.js installed on your computer. Node.js is software that allows the construction of server-side code using Javascript, and we will use it to build interfaces for our home automation projects. You
can grab it at the following address:

http://nodejs.org/download/

It is also available for all platforms, and easy to install. To install it under Windows or OS X, simply download the installer file, and follow the instructions given by the install software.

If you are under Windows, in order for Node.js to work correctly you also need to create a folder called `npm` inside this folder:

```
C:\Users\yourUserName\AppData\Roaming\n```

If you are running under Ubuntu or other Linux distributions, you have to enter the following commands in a terminal:

```
sudo apt-get install python-software-properties
sudo apt-add-repository ppa:chris-lea/node.js
sudo apt-get update
```

Then, enter the following command to install Node.js:

```
sudo apt-get install nodejs
```

Note that under Linux, Node.js is sometimes denoted as `nodejs` and not `node` like for the other operating systems.

If you are using a Raspberry Pi, first enter this command in a terminal:

```
sudo wget http://node-arm.herokuapp.com/node_latest_armhf.deb
```

Then, install Node.js by typing:

```
sudo dpkg -i node_latest_armhf.deb
```
Chapter 1

Getting Started
1.1 The Arduino Platform

You are just minutes away from actually doing your first open home automation project. Before that, however, I want to introduce the platform that we will be using in this whole book: the Arduino.

The history of Arduino began in 2005, when the founders Massimo Banzi and David Cuartielles wanted to make a device that would be easy to program by non-experts, so that their students in design could build projects that used microcontrollers. The Arduino platform was created to be not only about the boards and the microcontrollers, but also as a complete hardware and software ecosystem that made the life of the user much simpler compared to other microcontroller solutions.

On the hardware side, Arduino is a single-board microcontroller system, usually equipped with an 8-bit Atmel AVR microcontroller, although new models like the Arduino Due have a 32-bit ARM processor. For our projects, we don’t need that much power, and we will only use the most common Arduino board: the Arduino Uno.

One characteristic of Arduino boards is that their pins are always exposed in a similar fashion, which means that it is very easy to plug in extensions, called shields, directly into the boards. These shields can add various functionalities to the board, like the ability to control DC motors for robotics applications, or to connect wirelessly to your phone via Bluetooth.

But for me, it’s really the software part that makes the Arduino platform so powerful. To program an Arduino board, you can use the official Arduino software (which is totally free to download) and then use a language close to C++ to actually write the code that you will upload to the board. Compared to other microcontrollers, believe me, it is very easy to program the board to make it do what we want. For example, a simple instruction like making an LED light up only takes a single line of code with an Arduino board, whereas it would take many lines with other microcontrollers.

Another important point is that there is also a huge community around the Arduino platform. This means that every function use is really well documented on the official Arduino website (www.arduino.cc). You will also find tutorials for most of the commonly used functions of the board.

I will now give you a bit more detail about the board that we will be using in this book: the Arduino Uno. Here is a picture of the board I personally used for all the projects in
The board itself is very tiny. What you can see on the lower right portion of the picture is an Atmel microcontroller, the “brain” of the board. It receives the software which we will develop for our home automation projects. On the top and on the bottom of the board, you will see two rows of connectors. We will use these to connect the input and output signals such as the analog inputs, the digital inputs and outputs, and reference voltages like the ground and 5 V. Finally, you can see the USB connector on the left upper corner. This will connect the board to the host computer.
1.2 What you Need to Know About Electronics

This is not a book about general electronics; there are much better books for that. This book will teach you how to build home automation systems. It will coach you how to connect different components, sensors and other devices to the Arduino platform.

However, in order to understand how these components work, you need to understand several basic electronic principles. This section will give you a quick introduction of the principles used in the projects found in this book.

Main variables used in electronics

To characterize a circuit, many variables are used, but we are just going to look at the most important ones.

Imagine that an electrical circuit is like water flowing from point A to point B. For water to flow naturally into the circuit, we need a difference of height between A and B. And in electrical circuits, this difference is called the voltage, usually noted as V.

We can also define the equivalent flow of water between A and B as the flow of electrons, which is the case in an electrical circuit. This electron flow is called the electrical current and will be represented by the letter I.

We can also express the power P dissipated by a given component, in Watts, by multiplying the voltage by the current: P = V * I.

Basic circuit representation

In order to represent electrical circuits, a normalized set of symbols is used. Here, for example, is a simple circuit with a voltage source VCC, a resistor R1, an LED called LED1, and a ground GND.
Later on, we will see more details about some of these components, but for now, let’s just identify the components which are usually found in many circuits.

When reading a circuit, you should first locate the power and ground pins. Here, the power is represented by the VCC pin, which will usually be equal to 5V in the projects found in this book. The ground pin here is represented by GND.

After VCC and GND, you can look for the components. Here, we simply have a resistor and an LED.

**Power sources**
In the first circuit of this section, the power source was a pin named “VCC”. This source can be literally anything, but by convention, VCC will denote a positive, low-voltage power source (usually 3.3, 5 or 12V).

To power the projects that you will find in this book, the USB port of the Arduino board will usually be used. However, you can also power up your Arduino board from other power sources like regulated power supplies which can be directly plugged into the wall socket (beware not to exceed the maximum voltage accepted by your Arduino board) or onto batteries.

**Resistors**

Resistors are key components of most electrical circuits. Taking again our previous analogy with water, a resistor will actually limit the flow of water (or electrons) in a given branch of the circuit.

![Resistor Circuit Diagram](image)

To quantify how much the resistor is limiting the current in a circuit, we can introduce a new variable called R, resistance which is measured in Ohms. For a resistor, the formula that links voltage, current and resistance is called Ohm’s law: \( V = R \times I \).

**LEDs**

LEDs, short for Light Emitting Diodes, are the most commonly used components for signaling and testing in a circuit. When current (usually about 20 mA) is going through an LED, they emit light, which can be red, blue, green or even white, depending on the LED.

On the Arduino board for example, LEDs are used to make sure the board is on, to indicate that a serial communication is actually happening or as a test component for software (on pin number 13).
As shown in the first circuit of this section, LEDs are usually associated with resistors to limit the current that flows through them. Beware, the pins of an LED are not equal – the positive power supply (for example, VCC) has to go on the left side of the LED called the anode, and the other pin, called the cathode, has to be connected to the ground. You can easily identify the cathode as it the one with the shorter lead.

**Relays**

In home automation, we want to switch things like lamps on and off as you would do when you press a light switch on the wall. This is done using relays, which basically are electromechanical switches.
There are two primary parts in a relay. The left part of the symbol is the coil, and is the “control” part of the relay. When a voltage (usually 5V for relays used in this book) is applied to the coil, the other part of the relay will switch its state, going from a closed state to an open state, for example.

The cool thing is that this second part of the relay can handle much higher voltages (up to 300V for the ones used in this book) compared to what the Arduino board could handle. This allows an Arduino board to control devices that use power directly from the mains electricity, like lamps.

**Going further**

This section is clearly just an introduction to electronics and to the components that we are going to use the most in this book.

To go further and learn more about electronics, there are several things that you can do.
Of course, just browsing the Internet is an option. You will find many resources by using this way. You can also have a look inside the Resources chapter of this book to find several book recommendations about Arduino & electronics.
1.3 Your Very First Project: a Simple Alarm System

To end this chapter, we are going to build our very first home automation project: a simple alarm system. We are going to interface a PIR motion sensor with Arduino. If motion is detected, we will flash an LED and make some sound with a small piezo buzzer. This simple project will give you the basics of home automation with Arduino.

Here is the list of components you will need for this project:

- Arduino Uno (http://www.adafruit.com/product/50)
- PIR motion sensor (http://www.adafruit.com/product/189)
- LED (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9590)
- 330 Ohm resistor (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8377)
- Piezo buzzer (http://www.adafruit.com/product/160)
- Breadboard (http://www.adafruit.com/product/64)
- Jumper wires (http://www.adafruit.com/product/758)

We can now start assembling the project. To help you out, the schematic below summarizes the hardware connections:

This image was created with Fritzing (http://fritzing.org/).
First, place all the components on the breadboard. After that, position the breadboard next to the Arduino board. Then, connect the PIR motion sensor to the breadboard. Connect the GND pin of the Arduino board to the blue rail of the breadboard as we will need to connect all devices to the same ground.

For the LED, connect the resistor in series with the LED anode on the breadboard (the anode is the longest pin on the LED). Then, connect the other pin of the resistor to Arduino pin 5. The other side of the LED must be connected to the Arduino ground.

For the PIR motion sensor, connect the GND pin to the Arduino ground, VCC to the Arduino 5V pin, and SIG pin to Arduino pin 7.

For the Piezo buzzer, connect the positive pin (marked with a +) to Arduino pin 8, and the other pin to the Arduino ground.

This is a picture of the fully assembled project:

![A picture of the fully assembled project](image)

Now that the hardware is assembled, we can start writing the Arduino sketch for our simple alarm system. This is the complete code for this part:

```cpp
// Code for the simple alarm system

// Pins
```
const int alarm_pin = 8;
const int led_pin = 5;
const int motion_pin = 7;

// Alarm
boolean alarm_mode = false;

// Variables for the flashing LED
int ledState = LOW;
long previousMillis = 0;
long interval = 100; // Interval at which to blink (milliseconds)

void setup() {
    // Set pins to output
    pinMode(led_pin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(alarm_pin, OUTPUT);

    // Wait before starting the alarm
    delay(5000);
}

void loop() {
    // Motion detected?
    if (digitalRead(motion_pin)) {
        alarm_mode = true;
    }

    // If alarm mode is on, flash the LED and make the alarm ring
    if (alarm_mode) {
        unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
        if (currentMillis - previousMillis > interval) {
            previousMillis = currentMillis;
            if (ledState == LOW)
                ledState = HIGH;
            else
                ledState = LOW;
        }
        digitalWrite(led_pin, ledState);
        tone(alarm_pin, 1000);
    }
}

Let's now see the details of this code. It starts by declaring the pins to which the different components are connected to:

const int alarm_pin = 8;
const int led_pin = 5;
const int motion_pin = 7;

We will store the fact that the alarm is on or not inside a variable:

boolean alarm_mode = false;

We will also have a variable to make the LED flash when the alarm is on:

int ledState = LOW;
long previousMillis = 0;
long interval = 100; // Interval at which to blink (milliseconds)

Now, inside the setup() function of the sketch, we need to set the pins for the LED and the Piezo as outputs:
We also wait for 5 seconds, so the alarm doesn’t turn on right away:

```
delay(5000);
```

In the `loop()` function of the sketch, we continuously check the state of the PIR motion sensor. If some motion has been detected, we set the alarm variable to true:

```
if (digitalRead(motion_pin)) {
    alarm_mode = true;
}
```

Now, if the alarm is on, we do two things: continuously flash the LED and initiate the Piezo buzzer to make some noise. This is done by the following piece of code:

```
if (alarm_mode){
    unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
    if(currentMillis - previousMillis > interval) {
        previousMillis = currentMillis;
        if (ledState == LOW)
            ledState = HIGH;
        else
            ledState = LOW;
        // Switch the LED
        digitalWrite(led_pin, ledState);
    }
    tone(alarm_pin,1000);
}
```

Note that all the codes for this first project can be found on the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino/

You can now test this first project of the book. Upload the code to the Arduino board using the Arduino IDE. Try waving your hand in front of the sensor after the initial 5 seconds delay has passed. You should hear the alarm turn on and see the LED flashing continuously. To turn it off again, simply press the red reset button on the Arduino board.

In case it is not working at this point, there are several things which you can check. First, make sure that all the hardware connections are correct by doing the hardware configuration part again. Also, make sure that you have correctly uploaded the latest version of the code that you can find inside the GitHub repository of the book.

I hope this simple project gave you an idea of what you can do with Arduino for home automation applications. In the next chapter of the book, we are going to use the Arduino platform to build even more exciting home automation applications!
Chapter 2

Building a Weather Measurement Station

In the previous chapter, which really introduced you to the world of open-source home automation, you learned how to interface a motion sensor with Arduino to create a simple alarm system.

In this project, I will show you how to monitor the temperature, humidity and light level of a room using Arduino, a temperature & humidity sensor, a photocell, and a LCD screen. We are going to continuously display all this data on the LCD screen.

This project perfectly respects the foundations of this book as it uses only open-source components. You can see it as the foundation of a more complex system to remotely monitor information about your home.
2.1 **Hardware & Software Requirements**

For this project, you will, of course, need an Arduino Uno board. You can also use other Arduino boards like an Arduino Mega or Leonardo as they will work just fine too.

For temperature and humidity measurements, you will also need a DHT11 sensor, along with a 4.7K resistor. You can also use a DHT22 sensor which is more precise, only you will have to change one line of code.

For light levels measurements, I used a photocell with a 10K Ohm resistor. This will return a signal which is proportional to the incoming light level.

You will also need an LCD screen to display the measurements. I used a 4x20 character LCD so I can display up to four different measurements at the same time. You can, of course, use a smaller LCD screen, but you will only be able to display the temperature and humidity at the same time, for example.

The screen I used for this project uses an I2C interface to communicate with the Arduino board. I strongly recommend using a screen with this interface as there are only two data pins needed to connect to the Arduino board.

Finally, I used a breadboard and some male-male jumper wires to make the different electrical connections.

Here is a list of all components used in this project along with links where you could purchase them online:

- 10k Ohm resistor ([https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8374](https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8374))
- Breadboard ([http://www.adafruit.com/product/64](http://www.adafruit.com/product/64))

You will also need the library for the DHT sensor:

https://github.com/adafruit/DHT-sensor-library

And the LiquidCrystal library for the LCD screen:
https://bitbucket.org/fmalpartida/new-liquidcrystal/downloads

To install a library, simply put the folder in the /libraries/ folder of your main Arduino folder.
2.2 Hardware Configuration

The hardware connections for this project are quite simple: we have to connect the DHT11 sensor, the LCD screen and the part responsible for the light level measurement with the photocell. To help you out, the following picture summarizes the hardware connections:

![Fritzing diagram](http://fritzing.org/)

This image was created with Fritzing (http://fritzing.org/).

First, connect the Arduino Uno +5V pin to the red rail on the breadboard, and the ground pin to the blue rail.

To know which pin to connect for the DHT11 sensor, refer to the picture below:
Then, connect pin number 1 of the DHT11 sensor (VCC) to the red rail on the breadboard, and pin number 4 (GND) the blue rail. Also, connect pin number 2 of the sensor to pin number 7 of the Arduino board. To finish up with the DHT11 sensor, connect the 4.7k Ohm between pin number 1 and 2 of the sensor.

For the photocell, place the cell in series with the 10k Ohm resistor on the breadboard first. Next, connect the other end of the photocell to the red rail on the breadboard, and the other end of the resistor to the blue rail (ground). Finally, connect the common pin between the photocell and the resistor to the Arduino Uno analog pin A0.

Now, we are going to connect the LCD screen. Since we are using an LCD with an I2C interface, there will only be two wires needed to connect for the signal, and two for the power. Connect the LCD pin called VCC to the red rail on the breadboard, and the GND pin to the blue rail on the breadboard. Then, connect the LCD pin SDA to the Arduino pin A4, and the SCL pin to the Arduino pin A5.

Here is a picture of the fully assembled project so you can have an idea on how the complete project looks like:
2.3 Testing the Sensors

Now that the hardware of the project is fully assembled, we are going to test the different sensors on the board. To do so, we are going to write a simple Arduino sketch. We will simply read out data from the sensors and print these data on the Serial port. This is the complete code for this part:

```cpp
// Code to measure data and print it on the Serial monitor

// Libraries
#include "DHT.h"

// DHT sensor
#define DHTPIN 7
#define DHTTYPE DHT11

// DHT instance
DHT dht(DHTPIN, DHTTYPE);

void setup()
{
  // Initialize the Serial port
  Serial.begin(9600);

  // Init DHT
  dht.begin();
}

void loop()
{
  // Measure from DHT
  float temperature = dht.readTemperature();
  float humidity = dht.readHumidity();

  // Measure light level
  float sensor_reading = analogRead(A0);
  float light = sensor_reading/1024*100;

  // Display temperature
  Serial.print("Temperature: ");
  Serial.print((int)temperature);
  Serial.println(" C");

  // Display humidity
  Serial.print("Humidity: ");
  Serial.println(humidity);
  Serial.println("%");

  // Display light level
  Serial.print("Light: ");
  Serial.print(light);
  Serial.println("%");

  // Wait 500 ms
  delay(500);
}
```

It starts by importing the library for the DHT sensor:

```cpp
#include "DHT.h"
```
And create a DHT instance:

```cpp
DHT dht(DHTPIN, DHTTYPE);
```

In the `setup()` function of the sketch, we have to initialize the sensor:

```cpp
dht.begin();
```

And the Serial port:

```cpp
Serial.begin(9600);
```

In the `loop()` function, we are going to continuously read data from the sensors and print them to the Serial port. We start by getting data from the temperature and humidity sensor:

```cpp
float temperature = dht.readTemperature();
float humidity = dht.readHumidity();
```

For the photocell, we first read data from the analog pin A0, which returns a value from 0 to 1023 as the resolution of the Analog-To-Digital converter of the Arduino Uno board is 10 bits or 1024 values. Then, we divide this value by 1024 and multiply it by 100 to have the light level as a percentage:

```cpp
float sensor_reading = analogRead(A0);
float light = sensor_reading/1024*100;
```

Next, we print these different measurements to the Serial port. First, the temperature:

```cpp
Serial.print("Temperature: ");
Serial.println((int)temperature);
```

Printing humidity is similar to the light level:

```cpp
Serial.print("Light: ");
Serial.println(light);
```

Finally, we introduce a delay of 500 ms between each new set of measurements:

```cpp
delay(500);
```

Note that the complete code for this chapter can be found on the corresponding folder inside the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino

It’s now time to test this first Arduino sketch. Upload the code to the Arduino board and
open the Serial monitor inside the Arduino IDE (making sure the Serial speed is set to 9600). This is what you should see:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature: 25 C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humidity: 36.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light: 83.79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If that works, congratulations, your sensors are working correctly! You can try, for example, to pass your hand in front of the photocell, and you should see that the light level changes instantly.

In case it is not working at this point, there are several things that you can check. First, make sure that the sensors and the LCD screen are correctly connected to the Arduino board. Also, make sure that you have correctly downloaded and installed the libraries for the DHT sensor and the LCD screen.
2.4 Displaying the Data on the LCD Screen

We are now going to put things together, and use what we already did to finish our project. We will therefore keep the measurement part of the sketch we just wrote, and display the results on the LCD screen.

As most of the code is the same compared to the previous sketch, I will only detail the parts that were added for the display on the LCD screen. Of course, you can find all the code on the GitHub repository of the book. This is the complete code for this part:

```cpp
// Code to measure data & display it on the LCD screen

// Libraries
#include <Wire.h>
#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h>
#include "DHT.h"

// DHT sensor
#define DHTPIN 7
#define DHTTYPE DHT11

// LCD display instance
LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27, 20, 4);

// DHT instance
DHT dht(DHTPIN, DHTTYPE);

void setup()
{
  // Initialize the lcd
  lcd.init();

  // Print a message to the LCD.
  lcd.backlight();
  lcd.setCursor(1, 0);
  lcd.print("Hello!");
  lcd.setCursor(1, 1);
  lcd.print("Initializing...");

  // Init DHT
  dht.begin();

  // Clear LCD
  delay(2000);
  lcd.clear();
}

void loop()
{
  // Measure from DHT
  float temperature = dht.readTemperature();
  float humidity = dht.readHumidity();

  // Measure light level
  float sensor_reading = analogRead(A0);
  float light = sensor_reading/1024*100;

  // Display temperature
  lcd.setCursor(1, 0);
  lcd.print("Temperature: ");
  lcd.print((int)temperature);
  lcd.print((char)223);
  lcd.print("C");

  // Display humidity
```
It starts by including the required libraries for the LCD screen and the DHT sensor:

```cpp
#include <Wire.h>
#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h>
#include "DHT.h"
```

Then, we can create the instance of the LCD screen. If you are using other screen sizes, for examples with two lines only, this is the time to change it:

```cpp
LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27,20,4);
```

In the `setup()` function of the sketch, we need to initialize the LCD screen:

```cpp
lcd.init();
```

Still in this function, we put the backlight of the LCD on, and print a welcome message:

```cpp
lcd.backlight();
lcd.setCursor(1,0);
lcd.print("Hello !");
lcd.setCursor(1,1);
lcd.print("Initializing...");
```

After two seconds, we simply clear down the screen before doing measurements:

```cpp
delay(2000);
lcd.clear();
```

Now, in the `loop()` function of the sketch, after the different measurements, we print out the temperature on the first line of the LCD screen:

```cpp
lcd.setCursor(1,0);
lcd.print("Temperature: ");
lcd.print((int)temperature);
lcd.print((char)223);
lcd.print("C");
```

We then print the humidity on the second line:

```cpp
lcd.setCursor(1,1);
lcd.print("Humidity: ");
lcd.print(humidity);
lcd.print("%");`
Now, if you have a third line available, like on the screen I used, you can directly print the light level as well on the third line:

```c
lcd.setCursor(1, 2);
lcd.print("Light: ");
lcd.print(light);
lcd.print("");
```

If you don’t have a third line available on your LCD screen, you have several options. For example, you can just introduce some delay, clear the screen again, and print out the light level on the first line.

We also introduce a 100 ms delay between each set of measurements and refresh of the LCD screen:

```c
delay(100);
```

Note that the complete code for this chapter can be found inside the GitHub repository of the book:

[https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino](https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino)

It’s now time to test the project. Upload the code again to your Arduino board and wait for some time. You should be able to see the LCD printing the welcome message before moving on to display the measurements. Here is a picture of the project in action:
If it doesn’t work, there are several things that you can check. The first one to check is that the code to test the different sensors is working correctly. So, do not hesitate to go back to the previous sections if necessary. Also, make sure that your LCD screen is correctly wired. Finally, make sure that you are using the correct LCD library for the screen you are using.
2.5 How to Go Further

In this chapter, we built a simple home automation project: an LCD weather station based on Arduino. We interfaced several sensors with Arduino like digital humidity and temperature sensors. Then, we displayed these data on an LCD screen, which is also controlled by the Arduino board.

There are several ways to use what you have learned in this chapter to build even more exciting projects. You can connect more sensors to the projects and display their measurements on the LCD screen. For example, you can connect a barometric pressure sensor to the project. You can also keep the same sensors and graphically display their measured data on an OLED screen.
Chapter 3

Building a Smart Lamp

In this project, we are going to build a very common home automation system: a smart lamp. And by smart, I mean a lamp that automatically switches on when the ambient light level is low, and switches off again when the light level rises. To do so, we will use a relay module to control the lamp, and a photocell to measure the ambient light level. Since we will use the Arduino platform to do so, we are going to introduce some extra features.

First, we will add a current sensor to the project, so we can know how much current and energy the lamp is consuming at a given moment. We will also add an LCD screen to the project, so you can instantly check the state of the relay, the energy consumption of the lamp, and the value of the ambient light level. As for the lamp itself, we are simply going to use a simple desk lamp, however, the principles of this project should work with any lamp.
3.1 Hardware & Software Requirements

For this project, you will, of course, need an Arduino Uno or a similar board.

For the relay module, I used a 5V relay module from Pololu, which nicely integrates a relay on a board, along with all the required components to the Arduino board. Here is a picture of the relay module I used:

To measure the current flowing through the lamp, I used a board based on the AC712 sensor from ITead Studio. This sensor is really easy to use with Arduino, as it returns a voltage that is proportional to the measured current. With the correct formula, we will then infer the current flowing through the lamp from the voltage measured by the Arduino board. Of course, you can use other boards based on the same sensor. Here is a picture of the current-measuring board I used for this project:
For light levels measurements, I used a photocell with a 10K Ohm resistor. This will return a signal which is proportional to the incoming light level.

You will also need an LCD screen to display the state of the relay, the power consumption of the device, and the light level. I used a 4x20 characters LCD so that I can display up to four lines at the same time. You can, of course, use a smaller LCD screen, but you will only be able to display the state of the relay and the current consumption at the same time, for example.

The screen I used for this project uses an I2C interface to communicate with the Arduino board. I recommend using a screen with this interface as there are only two data pins needed to connect to the Arduino board.

To connect the lamp to the project, I used a standard pair of power plugs with bare cables at the end, with one female socket (to plug the lamp in) and one male socket (to plug it into the power socket in the wall). Here is a picture of the cables I used:
Be careful in working on the cables as this is a high-voltage project.

Finally, I used a breadboard and some jumper wires to make the different electrical connections.

Here is a list of all components used in this project, along with the links where you can purchase them online:

- Current sensor ([http://imall.iteadstudio.com/im120710011.html](http://imall.iteadstudio.com/im120710011.html))
- 10k Ohm resistor ([https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8374](https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8374))
- Breadboard ([http://www.adafruit.com/product/64](http://www.adafruit.com/product/64))

For the lamp itself, I used a standard desk lamp (30W) for this project.* However, the relay module I used can support up to 1200W, so you can plug in more powerful lamps or devices if you wish.

On the software side, all you need is the Arduino IDE, and the LiquidCrystal library for the LCD screen:

[p](https://bitbucket.org/fmalpartida/new-liquidcrystal/downloads)
To install a library, simply put the folder in your /libraries/ folder of your main Arduino folder.

*Note: In USA and Canada where 110VAC is used, standard wattage is 60W.
3.2 Hardware Configuration

Let’s now assemble the hardware for this project. We will do so in two parts. We will first connect the different components like the relay module to the Arduino board, and then we will connect the lamp to the project.

The hardware connections for the first part are actually quite simple: we have to connect the relay module, the current sensor and the photocell. First, connect the Arduino Uno +5V pin to the red rail on the breadboard, and the ground pin to the blue rail.

For the photocell, place the cell in series with the 10k Ohm resistor on the breadboard first. Then, connect the other end of the photocell to the red rail on the breadboard, and the other end of the resistor to the blue rail (ground). Finally, connect the common pin between the photocell and the resistor to the Arduino Uno analog pin A0.

For the relay module, there are three pins you need to connect: VCC, GND and a signal pin, usually denoted as SIG. VCC needs to go to the Arduino 5V pin, so connect it to the red power rail. GND goes to the Arduino ground pin, so connect it to the blue power rail. Finally, connect the SIG pin to pin number 8 of the Arduino board.

In a similar way, connect the current sensor module. It has three pins: VCC, GND, and OUT. As for the relay, VCC needs to go to the Arduino 5V pin, so connect it to the red power rail. GND goes to the Arduino ground pin, so connect it to the blue power rail. Then, connect the OUT pin to the analog pin A1 of the Arduino board.

Now, we are going to connect the LCD screen. Since we are using an LCD with an I2C interface, there will only be two wires to connect for the signal, and two for the power. Connect the LCD pin called VCC to the red rail on the breadboard, and the GND pin to the blue rail on the breadboard. Then, connect the LCD pin SDA to the Arduino pin A4, and the SCL pin to Arduino pin A5.

Here is a picture of the fully assembled project, without the lamp connected yet:
We are now going to connect the lamp to the hardware we already assembled. Basically, the idea is to have the main power supply (coming from the power socket in the wall) go to the relay, then to the current sensor, and finally to the lamp. Follow this schematic to make the required connections:
As it implies dangerous voltage levels (110v or 230v depending on where you are in the world), you should take some precautions at this point. You can find them in the introduction of this book. Note that you can test this project without having any device connected to the relay & the current sensor.
3.3 Testing the Relay

It is now time to test the project. As the most important part of the project is the relay controlling the lamp, we are going to test there. We are simply going to switch the relay on and off continuously every 5 seconds just to check that the relay is working and that the connections with the lamp were correctly made. Here is the complete code for this part:

```cpp
// Simple sketch to test the relay

// Relay pin
const int relay_pin = 8;

void setup() {
  pinMode(relay_pin, OUTPUT);
}

void loop() {
  // Activate relay
  digitalWrite(relay_pin, HIGH);
  // Wait for 5 seconds
  delay(5000);
  // Deactivate relay
  digitalWrite(relay_pin, LOW);
  // Wait for 5 seconds
  delay(5000);
}
```

It starts by declaring on which pin the relay is connected to:

```cpp
const int relay_pin = 8;
```

In the `setup()` function of the sketch, we set this pin as an output:

```cpp
pinMode(relay_pin, OUTPUT);
```

Then, in the `loop()` function of the sketch, we set this pin to a HIGH state, switching on the relay:

```cpp
digitalWrite(relay_pin, HIGH);
```

Wait for 5 seconds:

```cpp
delay(5000);
```

We then switch the relay off again:

```cpp
digitalWrite(relay_pin, LOW);
```

And wait for 5 seconds before repeating the `loop()`:
Note that the complete code for this chapter can be found on the corresponding folder inside the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino

It’s now time to test the sketch. Make sure that the lamp is correctly connected to the project, and that the male plug is plugged into the power socket in the wall. Then, upload the Arduino sketch to the board. You should see that every 5 seconds, the relay is switching, turning the lamp on and off.

Be sure to fix the relay in a position such that it cannot be touched by accident.
3.4 Power Measurements & Automatic Lighting Control

Let’s now move to the main part of the project: building the Arduino sketch for our smart lamp. We basically need to continuously measure the light level and the current consumption of the lamp, print this data on the LCD screen, and change the state of the relay accordingly. Here is the complete code for this part:

```cpp
// Code for the smart lamp project

// Libraries
#include <Wire.h>
#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h>

// Relay state
const int relay_pin = 8;
boolean relay_state = false;

// LCD display instance
LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27, 20, 4);

// Define measurement variables
float amplitude_current;
float effective_value;
float effective_voltage = 230; // Set voltage to 230V (Europe) or 110V (US)
float effective_power;
float zero_sensor;

void setup()
{
    // Initialize the lcd
    lcd.init();

    // Print a message to the LCD.
    lcd.backlight();
    lcd.setCursor(1,0);
    lcd.print("Hello !");
    lcd.setCursor(1,1);
    lcd.print("Initializing...");

    // Set relay pin to output
    pinMode(relay_pin, OUTPUT);

    // Calibrate sensor with null current
    zero_sensor = getSensorValue(A1);

    // Clear LCD
    delay(2000);
    lcd.clear();
}

void loop()
{
    // Measure light level
    float sensor_reading = analogRead(A0);
    float light = (sensor_reading/1024*100);

    // Perform power measurement
    float sensor_value = getSensorValue(A1);

    // Convert to current
    amplitude_current = (float)(sensor_value-zero_sensor)/1024*5/185*1000000;
    effective_value = amplitude_current/1.414;
    effective_power = abs(effective_value*effective_voltage/1000);
```
// Switch relay accordingly
// If the light level is more than 75 %, switch the lights off
if (light > 75) {
    digitalWrite(relay_pin, LOW);
    relay_state = false;
}
// If the light level is less than 50 %, switch the lights off
if (light < 50) {
    digitalWrite(relay_pin, HIGH);
    relay_state = true;
}

// Update LCD screen
// Display relay state
lcd.setCursor(1,0);
if (relay_state) {lcd.print("On ");}
else {lcd.print("Off");}

// Display energy consumption
lcd.setCursor(1,1);
lcd.print("Power: ");
lcd.print(effective_power);
lcd.print("W");

// Display light level
lcd.setCursor(1,2);
lcd.print("Light: ");
lcd.print(light);
lcd.print("% ");

// Wait 500 ms
delay(500);

// Get the reading from the current sensor
float getSensorValue(int pin)
{
    int sensorValue;
    float avgSensor = 0;
    int nb_measurements = 100;
    for (int i = 0; i < nb_measurements; i++) {
        sensorValue = analogRead(pin);
        avgSensor = avgSensor + float(sensorValue);
    }
    avgSensor = avgSensor / float(nb_measurements);
    return avgSensor;
}

It starts by including the libraries required for the LCD:

```
#include <Wire.h>
#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h>
```

We can create the instance of the LCD screen at this point. Note that you will have to modify the number of lines depending on your screen (4 for the screen I used):

```
LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27, 20, 4);
```

We need to declare the pin on which the relay is connected to, and a variable to store the state of the relay:

```
const int relay_pin = 8;
boolean relay_state = false;
```
Then, we have to create some variable to calculate the value of the current and power consumed by the lamp. Here, if you are using 110V instead of 230V, you will need to change the effective_voltage variable to the correct value:

```c
float amplitude_current;
float effective_value;
float effective_voltage = 230; // Set voltage to 230V (Europe) or 110V (US)
float effective_power;
float zero_sensor;
```

Now, in the `setup()` function of the sketch, we initialize the LCD:

```c
lcd.init();
```

We also set the pin of the relay as an output:

```c
pinMode(relay_pin, OUTPUT);
```

Now, we need to calibrate the current sensor. The current sensor I used in this project is an analog sensor – it returns a voltage proportional to the measured current. However, we need to know what is the voltage at which the sensor measures a null current. As the relay is switched off for now, we are sure to have no current flowing through the lamp. We get the null current value of the sensor by calling a function called `getSensorValue()` on the pin A1:

```c
zero_sensor = getSensorValue(A1);
```

We won’t see the details of this function, but it basically averages the reading on the analog pin over several measurements to have a stable reading as an output. We store the result in a variable called zero_sensor.

Finally, to end the `setup()` function, we wait for some time before clearing the LCD screen:

```c
delay(2000);
lcd.clear();
```

Now, in the `loop()` function of the sketch, we first read data from the analog pin A0, which returns a value from 0 to 1023. The resolution of the Analog-To-Digital converter of the Arduino Uno board is 10 bits, so we have 1024 values. Then, we divide this reading by 1024 and multiply it by 100 to have the light level as a percentage:

```c
float sensor_reading = analogRead(A0);
float light = sensor_reading/1024*100;
```

Next, we get the reading from the current sensor using the same function we used before
(that averages the readings over several samples):

```c
float sensor_value = getSensorValue(A1);
```

From this value, we need to calculate the current, and then the power. First, we calculate the current using the calibration data we acquired before, and a formula given in the datasheet of the sensor. Then, we convert this current to its effective value by dividing it by the square root of 2. Finally, we calculate the effective power by multiplying the effective value of the current with the effective value of the voltage (and we also divide it by 1000 to get the result in Watts):

```c
amplitude_current = (float)(sensor_value-zero_sensor)/1024*5/185*1000000;
effective_value = amplitude_current/1.414;
effective_power = abs(effective_value*effective_voltage/1000);
```

After that, we make a decision on whether to switch the relay on or not. If the light level is more than 75%, we switch the lamp off, as this means it is bright and we don’t need lights:

```c
if (light > 75) {
    digitalWrite(relay_pin, LOW);
    relay_state = false;
}
```

If the light level is less than 50%, we switch the light on:

```c
if (light < 50) {
    digitalWrite(relay_pin, HIGH);
    relay_state = true;
}
```

Of course, you should use your own values for the two thresholds. For example, you can measure the light levels at night when the room is in an almost complete darkness with light only coming from your lamp and during the day with sunlight seeping into your room. Using these values, you can modify the two thresholds accordingly.

Note that it is necessary to use two thresholds here. Remember that the reading from the photocell can oscillate a bit over time. And you don’t want your lamp to continuously switch on and off if the reading from the photocell is around the threshold.

Finally, we print data on the LCD screen. We first print the state of the relay:

```c
lcd.setCursor(1,0);
lcd.print("Relay: ");
if (relay_state) {lcd.print("On ");}
else {lcd.print("Off");}
```

Then, we print the effective power that we calculated from the current sensor reading:
```csharp
lcd.setCursor(1, 1);
lcd.print("Power: ");
lcd.print(effective_power);
lcd.print("W");
```

After that, we print the value of the ambient light level:

```csharp
lcd.setCursor(1, 2);
lcd.print("Light: ");
lcd.print(light);
lcd.print("%");
```

We also wait 500 ms between each measurement:

```csharp
delay(500);
```

Note that the complete code for this chapter can be found on the corresponding folder inside the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino

It is now time to test our smart lamp. Make sure that all the connections are correctly made and the necessary codes have been uploaded to the Arduino board. Let’s assume it is currently bright in your home: the relay should therefore be switched off. This is what the LCD screen should be displaying as pictured from my own project:

![LCD Screen Displaying Relay: Off, Power: 0.34W, Light: 79.69%](image-url)
You can see that even if the light is off, the Arduino board measures some power consumed by the lamp. This is because the ACS712 current sensor output can pick up noise due to several factors like magnetic fields.

Now, to simulate a dark room, I simply put a piece of tissue on top of the photocell. Instantly, the measured light level dropped, and the lamp switched on:

Also note that the measured power was around 25W, which makes sense as the lamp is rated at 30W.

In case your project is not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that the relay, the LCD screen and the sensors are correctly connected to your Arduino board. Also make sure to modify the code accordingly if you are using a smaller LCD screen than the one I used on this project.
3.5 How to Go Further

Let’s summarize what we learned in this project. We built a smart lamp using Arduino and some basic components. The lamp is now automatically switching on or off accordingly to the ambient light level. We also added a twist to the project by adding a current measurement device, which tells us how much power the lamp is consuming when it is on. We also added an LCD screen which displays the state of the lamp, the power consumption and the ambient light level.

You can improve this project by using more sensors. For example, you can combine it with the project in the previous chapter and have more sensor measurements displayed on the LCD screen. You can also add more controls to the lamp to make it even smarter. For example, you can add a motion sensor to the mix to switch the light on when the light level is low or when some motion is detected in the room.
Chapter 4

XBee Motion Sensors

In the previous chapters of this book, we built “self-contained” home automation systems, which could work completely autonomously, without communicating with the external world. However, that’s not how most commercial home automation systems work. Usually, the components in these systems communicate with each other wirelessly. And that’s exactly what we are going to do in the remaining chapters of this book.

To start with wireless home automation systems based on Arduino, we are going to use a technology that is widely used in home automation systems: XBee. XBee is a technology built on the ZigBee standard, which defines low-power, digital radio communications based on the IEEE 802.15 standard. It was made for systems that require small data transfer (like sensors), running on batteries, and that have to be secure. Needless to say, it’s the perfect technology for home automation systems.

In this project, we are going to take a new look at a project we have already built: the simple alarm based on Arduino and a PIR motion sensor. We are going to take the same sensor and Arduino, and add an XBee module to it. We are also going to build an interface on your computer, so you can monitor the state of many of these XBee motion sensors from your web browser.
4.1 Hardware & Software Requirements

Let’s first see what we need for this project. There are two distinct things that we will have to build in this project. On one side, we will have the XBee motion sensors, and the other side, we will have one XBee module that will be connected to your computer via USB.

For one XBee motion sensor, you will first need an Arduino board. I used again an Arduino Uno board for this project.

Then, you need a motion sensor. For this project, I used the same PIR motion sensor that we already used in the first project of this book.

Next, you need to interface the XBee module with the Arduino board. To connect the XBee module to Arduino, I used a SparkFun XBee shield for Arduino. It integrates a socket for any XBee module, and also a switch to connect and disconnect the XBee module from the Arduino microcontroller Serial port. We’ll see later in this chapter that it is very useful.

For the XBee modules, I used Series 2 XBee modules, with a wire antenna. Series 1 are much easier to use, but Series 2 add the possibility to create meshed networks, and to target a given module, which is something we will use in this chapter.

Here is a picture of the Arduino Uno board with the XBee shield on it, with one XBee module already plugged in:
Here is a list of all components for one XBee motion sensor, along with the links where you could purchase them online:


Now, we need to get your computer some XBee connectivity. Indeed, unlike Bluetooth or WiFi, computers don’t come with built-in XBee connectivity.

To connect an XBee module to my computer, I chose a USB explorer module from Sparkfun. You can mount any XBee module on it, and you can connect it via USB to your computer. It behaves like a Serial port, which means you can send messages to it via the Arduino IDE serial monitor.

For the XBee module, I chose the same module as for the XBee motion sensors.

Here is a picture of the XBee explorer board with the XBee module mounted on it:
To use XBee on your computer, you will need these components:


On the software side, you need to have the latest version of the Arduino IDE installed on your computer, as well as the aREST library for Arduino which you can find on the following link:

[https://github.com/marcoschwartz/aREST](https://github.com/marcoschwartz/aREST)

To install a given library, simply extract the folder in your Arduino /libraries folder (or create this folder if it doesn’t exist yet).
4.2  Building an XBee Motion Sensor

We are now going to see how to build one XBee motion sensor. If you want to use many of them for this project, just repeat the following steps for each module.

The configuration of this project is actually very simple. First, plug the XBee shield on the Arduino board, and plug one XBee module on the shield. For the PIR motion sensor, connect the GND pin to the Arduino ground, VCC to the Arduino 5V pin, and SIG pin to the Arduino pin 8. You should end up with something similar to the following picture:

You will also need to put the switch on the XBee shield to the correct position. At this point, we want to program the Arduino board to set the switch such that the XBee module is not connected to the Serial port of the Arduino microcontroller. To do so, put the switch on “DLINE”: 
Finally, also connect the XBee explorer board with the XBee module on it to your computer.
4.3 Testing the Motion Sensor

We are now going to test the motion sensor. We will write a simple sketch that continuously prints the status of the motion sensor to the Serial port of the Arduino. For now, leave the switch of the XBee shield to “DLINE”. Here is the complete sketch for this part:

```cpp
// Simple motion sensor
int sensor_pin = 8;

void setup() {
    Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop() {
    // Read sensor data
    int sensor_state = digitalRead(sensor_pin);

    // Print data
    Serial.print("Motion sensor state: ");
    Serial.println(sensor_state);
    delay(100);
}
```

The sketch starts by declaring which pin the PIR motion sensor is connected to:

```cpp
int sensor_pin = 8;
```

In the `setup()` function of the sketch, we start the Serial port:

```cpp
Serial.begin(9600);
```

In the `loop()` function of the sketch, we read the PIR motion sensor pin:

```cpp
int sensor_state = digitalRead(sensor_pin);
```

Finally, we print the state of that pin every 100ms on the Serial port:

```cpp
Serial.print("Motion sensor state: ");
Serial.println(sensor_state);
delay(100);
```

Note that the complete code for this section can be found inside the GitHub repository of the book:

[https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino](https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino)

It’s now time to test this first sketch of this chapter. Upload the sketch to the Arduino board, and open the Serial monitor (making sure that the Serial speed is set to 9600). You can pass your hand in front of the sensor, and you should see that the state of sensor
If it is not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that you have correctly plugged the motion sensor into the Arduino board as defined earlier in the chapter. Then, make sure that you have correctly uploaded the latest version of the code.
4.4 Using the XBee Module

In this section, we are going to use the XBee module that is sitting on the XBee shield to access the motion sensor wirelessly. We are going to write a simple Arduino sketch which makes use of the aREST library to receive and handle requests coming from the outside.

But the first thing we have to do is to configure our XBee radios. By default, all XBee modules are configured to use the same communication channel called the PAN (Personal Area Network) ID. This is good to test them out of the box, but this is not good at all when you actually want to use them in your home. If you leave them on the default PAN ID, they will broadcast messages on all devices with the same PAN ID, including those of your neighbors! Worse, somebody could actually hack into your XBee sensors from the outside.

We also need to set our radios correctly by giving them roles. In a Series 2 XBee network, one of the radios should be the ‘coordinator’ of the network. Without one, it will simply not work at all. The other radios can be either ‘routers’ that can relay messages, or ‘End Devices’ that simply get messages from the network. Because we have a simple network here, we will simply configure the XBee radio connected to our computer to be a coordinator, and the other to be end devices.

Therefore, we need to change all these parameters. This is actually easy to do using the official software to configure XBee modules called XCTU. You can download it at the following address:

http://www.digi.com/support/productdetail?pid=3352&type=utilities

Once it is installed, open the software, and connect the XBee module you want to configure to the XBee explorer module which is connected via USB to your computer. By looking at the Serial port of the explorer module, you can access the settings of this XBee module.

First, look for “PAN ID” in the “Radio Configuration” window:
From this menu, you can set the PAN ID for the XBee module that is currently plugged inside the XBee explorer board. Simply repeat the operation for every XBee module you want to configure.

Now, we will give roles to our XBees. Plug the module which will be the coordinator into the XBee explorer. Add the device using the left menu again, and then click on the update firmware button on the top menu bar (the one with a little arrow going into the chip).

From there, you will be able to select the firmware we want for our coordinator XBee. We have to select ‘XB24-ZB’ on the left, and then ‘ZigBee Coordinator API’ from the list. Select the latest firmware version, and confirm our choice:

After a while, you will see that your device is now configured as an XBee coordinator in
API mode:

Still for this XBee device, we need to go down the list of parameters, and choose ‘2’ in the API Enable parameter, and write the parameter into the XBee radio with the right button:

Finally, we need to configure the other XBee radios as end points. For each of them, connect them to the XBee explorer, click on the button to write the firmware again, select ‘XB24-ZB’ on the left, and select ‘ZigBee End Device AT’ from the list. Confirm, and this is what you should get:

We are now going to build this Arduino sketch on top of the test sketch, so I will only define the code additions here. Here is the complete sketch for this part:

```c
// Libraries
#include <SPI.h>
#include <aREST.h>

// Motion sensor ID
char * xbee_id = "2";

// Create ArduREST instance
```
This sketch starts by including the correct libraries for the sketch:

```
#include <aREST.h>
```

We also define the ID of the sensor. This is really useful if you have many motion sensors in your home. Make sure to give them different IDs:

```
String xbee_id = "1";
```

We also need to create an instance of the aREST library:

```
aREST rest = aREST();
```

In the `setup()` function of the sketch, we start the Serial port. Note that it is really important to use a speed of 9600 here as it is the default speed of XBee modules:

```
Serial.begin(9600);
```

We also set the ID of the device that we defined before:

```
rest.set_id(xbee_id);
```

Finally, in the `loop()` function of the sketch, we simply handle the requests coming from the Serial port using the aREST library:

```
rest.handle(Serial);
```

Note that the complete code for this section can be found inside the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino

It’s now time to test this sketch. Upload the sketch to the Arduino board. Then, put the switch of the XBee shield to “UART” so that the XBee module can directly communicate
with the Arduino microcontroller via the Serial port. **Note that if you need to program the Arduino board again, you need to switch it back to “DLINE”**.

You should also make sure that the XBee explorer module is plugged in your system. If you are running under Windows or OS X, you might need additional drivers to install for this USB board. You can find all the download and installation details here:

http://www.ftdichip.com/FTDrivers.htm

Now, you need to locate the Serial port corresponding to the XBee explorer board connected to your computer. You can do so by looking at the Tools>Serial Port menu of the Arduino IDE. For example, mine is called “/dev/cu.usbserial-A702LF8B”. On Windows, it will look like ‘COM3’. Also write it down for you will need it later when building the interface for your motion sensors.

Open the Serial monitor of the Arduino IDE. Make sure that the speed is set to 9600, and that the end line character is set to ‘Carriage return’. Note that because we are now connected to the XBee explorer board, all commands that you are sending now are being sent to all XBee modules in your home.

In the Serial monitor, type:

```
/id
```

This will simply query the ID of the all XBee boards that are in your home. When I tested my project, I only had one in my home. It responded with:

```
{"id": "1", "name": ", "connected": true}
```

After this step, we are going to read the status of the motion sensor. Remember, it is connected to pin number 8. To read from this pin, simply type:

```
/digital/8
```

The sensor should answer with the following message:

```
{"return_value": 1, "id": "1", "name": ", "connected": true}
```

If the sensors are answering to the queries at this point, it means that they are working correctly and that you can access them wirelessly.

In case it is not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that you have uploaded the latest version of the code. You can find it inside the GitHub repository of the book. Also, make sure that the XBee explorer board is correctly
plugged into your computer by checking that the proper drivers are installed. Finally, make sure that the XBee shield is set to the ‘UART’ position.
Building the Central Interface

We are now going to build the interface that you will use to monitor the motion sensors from your computer. Using this interface, you will be able to see the state of each sensor via XBee, right in your web browser.

The interface that we are going to develop is based on Node.js, which allows the coding of server-side applications in JavaScript. First, we are going to code the main file called app.js, which we will run later using the node command in a terminal. Here is the complete code for this file:

```javascript
// Modules
var express = require('express');
var app = express();

// Define port
var port = 3000;

// View engine
app.set('view engine', 'jade');

// Set public folder
app.use(express.static(__dirname + '/public'));

// Rest
var rest = require("arest")(app);
rest.addDevice('xbee', '/dev/tty.usbserial-A702LF8B');

// Serve interface
app.get('/', function(req, res){
  var devices = rest.getDevices();
  res.render('interface', {devices: devices});
});

// Start server
app.listen(port);
console.log("Listening on port " + port);
```

It starts by importing the express module:

```javascript
var express = require('express');
```

Then, we create our app based on the express framework, and the set the port to 3000:

```javascript
var app = express();
var port = 3000;
```

We also need to tell our software where to look for the graphical interface that we are going to code later. We also set the default view engine to Jade, which as we will see is a simplified way to code in HTML:

```javascript
app.set('view engine', 'jade');
app.use(express.static(__dirname + '/public'));
```
At this point, we also import the node-aREST module, that will handle all the communication between the interface and the module. Here, we also need to define the Serial port on which the XBee explorer module is connected to:

```javascript
var rest = require("arest")(app);
rest.addDevice('xbee', '/dev/tty.usbserial-A702LF8B');
```

This will automatically look for all XBee modules in the same network as our coordinator radio, and add them automatically to the server so we can access them from the interface.

Now, we are going to build the main route of our server. We define this route by linking the root URL of our server to the corresponding Jade file. Because we want to build the interface automatically depending on how many devices are present, we need to get all the devices first, and then transmit this data to the Jade file so it can be rendered correctly:

```javascript
app.get('/', function(req, res){
  var devices = rest.getDevices();
  res.render('interface', {devices: devices});
});
```

Finally, still in this app.js file, we start the app with the port we defined before, and write a message in the console:

```javascript
app.listen(port);
console.log("Listening on port " + port);
```

This was for the main server file. Now, we are going to build the interface itself. Let’s see the content of this Jade file first. This file is located in the /views folder of our project. Here is the complete code for this file:

```html
doctype html
<head>
  title XBee motion sensors
  link(rel='stylesheet',
       href='//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.0/css/bootstrap.min.css')
  script(src='https://code.jquery.com/jquery-2.1.1.js')
  script(src='/js/interface.js')
</head>
<body>
  .container
    .row
      h1 XBee motion sensors
      if (devices != '[]')
        each device in devices
          if (device.type == 'xbee')
            .row
              .col-md-4
                h3 Sensor #{device.id}
              .col-md-4
                h3.display(id=device.id)
</body>
```

Jade is basically a template language that allows to write HTML with less code than HTML itself, and also to insert some code right into the interface file, to generate HTML
depending on some variables.

The file starts by importing the different JavaScript files which will handle the click on the interface, and send the correct commands to the Arduino board:

```html
<script src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-2.1.1.js"></script>
<script src="/js/interface.js"></script>
```

We will also use the Twitter Bootstrap CSS framework to give our interface a better look:

```html
<link rel='stylesheet' href='//maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.0/css/bootstrap.min.css'/>
```

The main part of the interface consists in going through the list of all sensors that were detected before, and build a row for each sensor. This is done by the following piece of code:

```javascript
if (devices != '[]')
    each device in devices
    if (device.type == 'xbee')
        .row
            .col-md-4
                h3 Sensor #{device.id}
            .col-md-4
                h3.display(id=device.id)
```

Next, we are going to have a look at the code inside the interface.js file, which defines how the interface of the project is working. It will make the queries to the board via the Node.js server, and update the interface accordingly. This file is located in the public/js folder of the interface. Here is the complete code for this file:

```javascript
$(document).ready(function() {
    $.get('/devices', function( devices ) {
        // Set inputs
        for (i = 0; i < devices.length; i++){
            // Get device
            var device = devices[i];
            // Set input
            $.get('/' + device.name + '/mode/8/i');
        }
    })
    setInterval(function() {
        for (i = 0; i < devices.length; i++){
            // Get device
            var device = devices[i];
            // Get data
            $.get('/' + device.name + '/digital/8', function(json_data) {
                // Update display
                if (json_data.return_value == 0){
                    $('#' + json_data.id).html("No motion");
                    $('#' + json_data.id).css("color","red");
                }
            });
        }
    });

    $(document).on('click', '.row .col-md-4', function(e) {
        var id = $(this).siblings('.col-md-4').data('id');
        $.post('/devices', { id: id }, function(data) {
            // Update display
            if (data.return_value == 0){
                $('#' + data.id).html("No motion");
                $('#' + data.id).css("color","red");
            }
        }, 'json');
    });
});
```
The main part of this JavaScript file is programmed to continuously check the states of the sensors by sending them queries. This is done inside a `setInterval()` function:

```javascript
setInterval(function() {

Inside this function, we go through all devices, and send them a command to read the pin on which the motion sensors are connected to:

```javascript
$.get('/' + device.name + '/digital/8', function(json_data) {

The aREST library always return data in a JSON container, so it is really easy to access this data within JavaScript. We need to know the state of that motion sensor. This is stored in the `return_value` field. If the data in this field is equal to 0, we set the indicator of this sensor to ‘No motion’ in red. Otherwise, we set it to green with the ‘Motion detected’ message, meaning motion was detected by this sensor:

```javascript
if (json_data.return_value == 0){
    $('#' + json_data.id).html("No motion");
    $('#' + json_data.id).css("color","red");
} else {
    $('#' + json_data.id).html("Motion detected");
    $('#' + json_data.id).css("color","green");
}

After that, we close the `setInterval()` function, repeating the loop every two seconds:

```javascript
}, 2000);

Note that the complete code for this section can be found inside the GitHub repository of the book:

[https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino](https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino)

It’s now time to test the interface. Make sure that you download all the files from the GitHub repository, and update the code with your own data if necessary, like the Serial port corresponding to your XBee explorer board. Also, make sure that the Arduino board is programmed with the code we saw earlier in this chapter.
Go to the folder of the interface with a terminal and type the following command to install the node-aREST, jade & express modules:

```
sudo npm install arest express jade
```

Note that if you are under Windows, you have to leave out the `sudo` in front of the commands. It is also recommended to use the Node.js command prompt. Finally, you can start the Node.js server by typing:

```
sudo node app.js
```

You should be greeted with the following message in the terminal:

```
Listening on port 3000
```

You should also see in the terminal that your XBee radios are automatically discovered and added to the system. You can now go to the your web browser and type:

```
localhost:3000
```

You should see the interface of our project being displayed:

```
XBeemotion sensors

Sensor 1  Motion detected

Sensor 2  No motion
```

To test this project, I used two motion sensors. To illustrate the behavior of one module, I simply passed my hand in front of the sensor with ID number 1. The corresponding indicator immediately turned to green. Of course, if you have more sensors, the interface will automatically be modified.

If it is not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that you have downloaded the latest version of the code from the GitHub repository of the book. Also, make sure that you have correctly modified the files to use your own settings, like the Serial port for your XBee explorer module. Finally, make sure you have installed the required Node modules with npm before starting the web interface.
4.6    How to Go Further

Let’s summarize what we learned in this project. We took the project we already built in Chapter 1 and added wireless capabilities to it using XBee. We learned how to interface XBee modules with Arduino, and build XBee motion sensors with it. We were able to monitor the state of several wireless motion sensors from your web browser.

There are of course many ways to go further with this project. The easiest thing is to add more motion sensors to the project to cover all your home. You can also add different kinds of digital sensors to the project. For example, you can use the same code to monitor the state of contact sensors which you can put on doors and windows.

You can also use the same principles seen in this chapter to monitor other data using XBee, like measurements coming from temperature sensors.
Chapter 5

Bluetooth Weather Station

In this chapter, we are going to give wireless capabilities to the project we already saw in Chapter 2. We are going to build a wireless weather measurement station using Bluetooth.

The station will measure temperature, humidity and light level in the room where the project is located, and display this data on an LCD screen. However, in this new project we will add a Bluetooth module to the project to be able to monitor the measured data from anywhere in your home. We are going to build an interface on your computer so you can check the measurements done by the station inside your web browser.
5.1 Hardware & Software Requirements

For this project, you will of course need an Arduino Uno board. You can also use other Arduino boards like an Arduino Mega or Leonardo, it will work just fine as well.

For temperature and humidity measurements, you will also need a DHT11 sensor, along with a 4.7K resistor. You can also use a DHT22 sensor which is more precise, you will only have one line of code to change.

For light levels measurements, I used a photocell with a 10K Ohm resistor. This will return a signal which is proportional to the incoming light level.

You will also need a LCD screen to display the measurements. I used a 4x20 characters LCD so I can display up to four different measurements at the same time. You can of course use a smaller LCD screen, but you will only be able to display the temperature & humidity at the same time, for example.

The screen I used for this project is also using an I2C interface to communicate with the Arduino board. I really recommend using a screen which such an interface, as there are only two data pins to connect to the Arduino board in order to use the LCD.

For the Bluetooth module, I used a Bluetooth 2.1 module from Adafruit. This module interfaces directly with the Serial port of the Arduino board, which makes it very convenient. You can basically use any module (include Bluetooth 4.0 modules) that can interface directly with the Serial port of the Arduino microcontroller. Modules that require their own libraries for Arduino (for example based on the nRF8001 chip) won’t work out of the box for this project. This is a picture of the module I used:
Finally, I used a breadboard and some male-male jumper wires to make the different electrical connections.

This is a list of all components used in this project, along with links to purchase them online:

- Arduino Uno (http://www.adafruit.com/product/50)
- DHT11 sensor (http://www.adafruit.com/product/386)
- Photocell (http://www.adafruit.com/product/161)
- 10k Ohm resistor (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8374)
- Adafruit EZ-Link Bluetooth module (https://www.adafruit.com/products/1588)
- Breadboard (http://www.adafruit.com/product/64)
- Jumper wires (http://www.adafruit.com/product/758)

You will need the aREST library for Arduino which you can find on the following link: https://github.com/marcoschwartz/aREST

You will also need the library for the DHT sensor:
https://github.com/adafruit/DHT-sensor-library

And the LiquidCrystal library for the LCD screen:

https://bitbucket.org/fmalpartida/new-liquidcrystal/downloads

To install a library, simply put the folder in your /libraries/ folder of you main Arduino folder.
5.2 Building the Bluetooth Weather Station

The hardware connections for this project are actually quite simple: we have to connect the DHT11 sensor, the part responsible for the light level measurement with the photocell, the LCD screen, and finally the Bluetooth module.

To help you out, the following picture summarizes the hardware connections, without the LCD screen shown:

This image was created with Fritzing (http://fritzing.org/).

First, connect the Arduino Uno +5V pin to the red rail on the breadboard, and the ground pin to the blue rail.

To know which pin to connect for the DHT11 sensor, this picture can help you out:
Then, connect pin number 1 of the DHT11 sensor (VCC) to the red rail on the breadboard, and pin number 4 (GND) to the blue rail. Also connect pin number 2 of the sensor to pin number 7 of the Arduino board. To finish up with the DHT11 sensor, connect the 4.7k Ohm between pin number 1 and 2 of the sensor.

For the photocell, first place the cell in series with the 10k Ohm resistor on the breadboard. Then, connect the other end of the photocell to the red rail on the breadboard, and the other end of the resistor to the ground. Finally, connect the common pin of the resistor & the photocell to the Arduino Uno analog pin A0.

Now, we are going to connect the LCD screen. As we are using a LCD with an I2C interface, there will only be two wires to connect for the signal, and two for the power. Connect the LCD pin called VCC to the red rail on the breadboard, and the GND pin to the blue rail on the breadboard. Then, connect the LCD pin SDA to the Arduino pin A4, and the SCL pin to Arduino pin A5.

The Bluetooth module is also quite easy to connect. First, the power supply. Connect the Vin pin (or VCC, depending on your module) to the red power rail, and the GND pin to the blue power rail. Then, we have to connect the Serial port of the Bluetooth module to
the Arduino board. Connect the RX pin of the module to the TX pin (pin number 1) of the Arduino board, and the TX pin of the module to the RX pin (pin number 0) of the Arduino board.

This is a picture of the fully assembled project so you can have an idea on how the complete project looks like:

This picture is a closer look at the Bluetooth module on the breadboard:
5.3 Pairing the Bluetooth Module

Before we proceed further, we are going to test our assembled hardware. We already made the test of the different sensors in Chapter 2, so you can refer to this chapter to test the sensors of the project. Here, we are simply going to check if we can access the Bluetooth module.

Simply power up the project, for example by connecting a USB cable between the Arduino board and your computer. Then, go the Bluetooth preferences of your computer, and you should see the Bluetooth module appearing in the list of nearby Bluetooth devices:

Click on “Pair” to pair the Bluetooth module with your computer. Then, go over to your Arduino IDE. Open the Tools>Serial Port list. You should see that a new Serial port is available, containing “AdafruitEZ” in the name of the Serial port (or the name of the Bluetooth module that you are using):

If this is not the case, simply close and re-open the Arduino IDE. If the Bluetooth module is correctly paired with your computer, there is no reason for it not to appear in your Arduino IDE.
5.4 Remote Temperature Measurements

Now that we are sure that we can pair the Bluetooth module with your computer, we are going to write a sketch to receive commands via Bluetooth. To do so, we will use the aREST library again, that we already used in the previous chapter to handle commands coming via Bluetooth. This is the complete code for this part:

```cpp
// Code to measure data & make it accessible via

// Libraries
#include <Wire.h>
#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h>
#include "DHT.h"
#include <aREST.h>

// DHT sensor
#define DHTPIN 7
#define DHTTYPE DHT11

// LCD display instance
LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27,20,4);

// DHT instance
DHT dht(DHTPIN, DHTTYPE);

// Create aREST instance
aREST rest = aREST();

// Variables to be exposed to the API
int temperature;
int humidity;
int light;

void setup()
{
  // Start Serial
  Serial.begin(115200);

  // Expose variables to REST API
  rest.varia##e("temperature", &temperature);
  rest.varia##e("humidity", &humidity);
  rest.varia##e("light", &light);

  // Set device name & ID
  rest.set_id("1");
  rest.set_name("weather_station");

  // Initialize the lcd
  lcd.init();

  // Print a message to the LCD.
  lcd.backlight();
  lcd.setCursor(1,0);
  lcd.print("Hello!");
  lcd.setCursor(1,1);
  lcd.print("Initializing...");

  // Init DHT
  dht.begin();

  // Clear LCD
  lcd.clear();
}

void loop()
{
}
// Measure from DHT
  temperature = (int)dht.readTemperature();
  humidity = (int)dht.readHumidity();

// Measure light level
  float sensor_reading = analogRead(A0);
  light = (int)(sensor_reading/1024*100);

// Handle REST calls
  rest.handle(Serial);

// Display temperature
  lcd.setCursor(1,0);
  lcd.print("Temperature: ");
  lcd.print((int)temperature);
  lcd.print("C");

// Display humidity
  lcd.setCursor(1,1);
  lcd.print("Humidity: ");
  lcd.print(humidity);
  lcd.print("%");

// Display light level
  lcd.setCursor(1,2);
  lcd.print("Light: ");
  lcd.print(light);
  lcd.print("%");

// Wait 100 ms
  delay(100);
the measurements done by the weather station:

```c
int temperature;
int humidity;
int light;
```

Now, in the `setup()` function of the sketch, we initialize the Serial port:

```c
Serial.begin(115200);
```

Note that here, it is important to start it using 115200 bps as the Bluetooth module is operating at this speed. If the Bluetooth module you are using for this project is different, you need to change the Serial speed accordingly.

Then, we have to expose the different measurement variables to the aREST API, so we can access them via Bluetooth:

```c
rest.variable("temperature", &temperature);
rest.variable("humidity", &humidity);
rest.variable("light", &light);
```

We also give an ID to the station, and some name:

```c
rest.set_id("1");
rest.set_name("weather_station");
```

Finally, to end the `setup()` function, we initialize the LCD screen and start the DHT sensor:

```c
lcd.init();
dht.begin();
```

Now, in the `loop()` function, we will first make the required measurements, handle the calls coming from the Bluetooth module, and finally display the measurements on the LCD screen. First, we get the measurements from the DHT sensor:

```c
temperature = (int)dht.readTemperature();
humidity = (int)dht.readHumidity();
```

We also get data from the photocell, and convert this result to %:

```c
float sensor_reading = analogRead(A0);
light = (int)(sensor_reading/1024*100);
```

After that, we handle the requests coming from the Bluetooth module:

```c
rest.handle(Serial);
```

Finally, we end the sketch by displaying the different measurements on the LCD screen.
For example, on the first line of the screen I chose to display the temperature:

```c
lcd.setCursor(1, 0);
lcd.print("Temperature: ");
lcd.print((int)temperature);
lcd.print((char)223);
lcd.print("C");
```

Note that the complete code for this chapter can be found inside the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino

It’s now time to test the project. But first, we need to do a little hardware modification. Indeed, the Serial port is currently directly connected to the Bluetooth module, which prevents us from programming the Arduino board using the USB cable. So first, disconnect the wires going from the Bluetooth module to the Arduino board (TX & RX).

Now, you can upload the sketch to the Arduino board as usual. When this is done, reconnect the TX and RX wires between the Bluetooth module and the Arduino module. When this is done, you can pair again the Bluetooth module with your computer, and then select the Bluetooth Serial port (the one starting with `cu.` and containing the name of your module).

Then, open the Serial monitor, and select the correct Serial speed that you defined in the sketch. Also make sure that the end line character is set to ‘Carriage return’, just next to the Serial speed. You can now simply type:

```
/id
```

The project should answer with the ID & name of the weather station:

```
{"id": "1", "name": "weather_station", "connected": true}
```

We can also test the readout of one variable. For example, the light level with the following command:

```
/light
```

You should get the answer from the project:

```
{"light": 83, "id": "1", "name": "weather_station", "connected": true}
```

Of course, at the same time the project should print all the measurements on the LCD screen:
If it is not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that you correctly assembled the hardware, as we saw earlier in this chapter. Also, make sure that you correctly uploaded the code for this part, and that you connected again the Bluetooth module to your Arduino board via the Serial pins.
5.5 Building the Server Interface

We are now going to build an interface for our Bluetooth weather station, so we can monitor the different measurements made by the station from a web browser. We will still be able to check the measurements from the LCD screen, but we will also have the possibility to watch these measurements remotely.

Note that this part is similar to what we did in the previous chapter for the interface. If you feel confident with it, you can skip the beginning of the code walk through.

As for the other interfaces we developed in this book, the interface we are going to develop is based on Node.js. First, we are going to code the main file called app.js, which we will run later use the node command in a terminal. This is the complete code for this file:

```javascript
// Modules
var express = require('express');
var app = express();

// Define port
var port = 3000;

// View engine
app.set('view engine', 'jade');

// Set public folder
app.use(express.static(__dirname + '/public'));

// Rest
var rest = require("arest")(app);
rest.addDevice('serial', '/dev/tty.usbmodem1a12121', 115200);

// Serve interface
app.get('/', function(req, res){
  res.render('interface');
});

// Start server
app.listen(port);
console.log("Listening on port " + port);
```

It starts by importing the express module:

```javascript
var express = require('express');
```

Then, we create our app based on the express framework, and the set the port to 3000:

```javascript
var app = express();
var port = 3000;
```

We also need to tell our software where to look for the graphical interface that we are going to code later, and we also set Jade as our default view engine:

```javascript
app.use(express.static(__dirname + '/public'));
```
We also need to import the node-aREST module, and also add the device connected to your Bluetooth Serial port. Note that here, you need to insert your own Serial port address so the interface can communicate with your Bluetooth module:

```javascript
var rest = require("arest")(app);
rest.addDevice('serial', '/dev/tty.AdafruitEZ-Link06d5-SPP', 115200);
```

Now, we are going to build the main route of our server. We define this route by linking the root URL of the server to the corresponding Jade file:

```javascript
app.get('/', function(req, res){
  res.render('interface');
});
```

Finally, still in this app.js file, we start the app with the port we defined before, and write a message in the console:

```javascript
app.listen(port);
console.log("Listening on port " + port);
```

This was for the main server file. Now, we are going to build the interface itself. Let’s see the content of the Jade file first. This file is located in the /view folder of our project. This is the complete code for this file:

```html
doctype html
html
  head
    title Bluetooth Weather Station
    link(rel='stylesheet', href='/css/interface.css')
    link(rel='stylesheet', href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.0/css/bootstrap.min.css")
    script(src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-2.1.1.min.js")
    script(src="/js/interface.js")
  body
    .container
      .row
        .col-md-6
          .display#temperatureDisplay Temperature:
        .col-md-6
          .display#humidityDisplay Humidity:
        .row
          .col-md-6
            .display#lightDisplay Light level:
          .col-md-6
            .status#status Station Offline
```

The file starts by importing the different JavaScript files that will handle the click on the interface, and send the correct commands to the Arduino board:

```javascript
script(src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-2.1.1.min.js")
script(src="/js/interface.js")
```

We also use the Bootstrap framework again to give a better look to our interface:
Then, the main part of the interface will be built of several blocks that show the state of each sensor. To see that one sensor is active, we will simply change the color of the indicator from gray to orange. This is the code for the sensors:

```html
.row.voffset
    .col-md-6
        .display#temperatureDisplay Temperature:
    .col-md-6
        .display#humidityDisplay Humidity:
.row
    .col-md-6
        .display#lightDisplay Light level:
    .col-md-6
        .status#status Station Offline
```

Now, we are going to have a look at the code inside the interface.js file, which defines how the interface of the project is working. It will make the queries to the board via the Node.js server, and update the interface accordingly. This file is located in the public/js folder of the interface. This is the complete code for this file:

```javascript
var devices = [];
$.get('/devices', function( json_data ) {
    devices = json_data;
});
$(document).ready(function() {
    function updateSensors() {
        // Update light level and status
        $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/light', function(json_data) {
            console.log(json_data.light);
            $('#lightDisplay').html("Light level: " + json_data.light + "%");
        });
        // Update status
        if (json_data.connected == 1){
            $('#status').html("Station Online");
            $('#status').css("color","green");
        } else {
            $('#status').html("Station Offline");
            $('#status').css("color","red");
        }
        $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/temperature', function(json_data) {
            $('#temperatureDisplay').html("Temperature: " + json_data.temperature + "°C");
        });
        $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/humidity', function(json_data) {
            $('#humidityDisplay').html("Humidity: " + json_data.humidity + "%");
        });
    }
    setTimeout(updateSensors, 500);
    setInterval(updateSensors, 5000);
});
```
It starts by defining that we are using Serial communications, and specifying which Serial port is used and the Serial speed:

```javascript
# type = 'serial';
# address = '/dev/cu.AdafruitEZ-Link06d5-SPP';
# speed = 115200;
```

Note that here you will have to modify the “address” variable with your own Serial port address of the Bluetooth module you are using.

The main part of this JavaScript file consists in continuously requesting the value of the different measurement variables on the board, by sending queries via the aREST API. This is done inside a `setInterval()` function:

```javascript
setInterval(function() {

Inside this function, we send a request via our computer Bluetooth connection. For example, to get the light level measured by the Arduino board, we send the same `/light` command that we used before:

```bash
$.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/light', function(json_data) {
```

The aREST library always return data in a JSON container, so it is really easy to access this data within JavaScript. When we have this data, we can update the corresponding display accordingly:

```javascript
$("#lightDisplay").html("Light level: " + json_data.light + ");
```

The same is done with the temperature & humidity measurements.

We also need to know if the station is online or not. To do so, we read the field called “connected” when a measurement is coming back, and we update the corresponding display inside the interface:

```javascript
if (json_data.connected == 1) {
  $("#status").html("Station Online");
  $("#status").css("color","green");
} else {
  $("#status").html("Station Offline");
  $("#status").css("color","red");
}
```

After that, we close the `setInterval()` function, repeating this loop every 5 seconds.

Note that the complete code for this chapter can be found inside the GitHub repository of the book:
It’s now time to test the interface. Make sure that you download all the files from the GitHub repository, and update the code with your own data if necessary, like the Serial port corresponding to your Bluetooth module. Also, make sure that the Arduino board is programmed with the code we saw earlier in this chapter.

Then, go to the folder of the interface with a terminal, and type the following command to install the aREST, express and Jade modules:

```
sudo npm install arest jade express
```

Note that if you are under Windows, you have to leave out the `sudo` in front of the commands, and it is recommended to use the Node.js command prompt. Finally, you can start the Node.js server by typing:

```
node app.js
```

You should be greeted with the following message in the terminal:

```
Listening on port 3000
```

You can now go to the your web browser, and type:

```
localhost:3000
```

After a while (the Bluetooth 2.1 connection can be pretty slow), you should see the interface of the weather station being displayed:

**Bluetooth Weather Station**

- Temperature: 27°C
- Light level: 76%
- Humidity: 40%
- Station Online

You can of course double check with the display of the measurements on the LCD screen, to be sure that they match with what the interface is displaying.

If it is not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that you downloaded the latest version of the code from the GitHub repository of the book. Also made sure that you correctly modified the files to put your own settings, like the Serial port for your Bluetooth module. Finally, make sure to install the required Node.js modules with npm before starting the web interface.
5.6 How to Go Further

Let’s summarize what we learned in this project. We took the project we already built in Chapter 2 and added wireless capabilities to it using Bluetooth. We learned how to interface a Bluetooth module with Arduino, and build a wireless weather station with it. We were able to monitor the measurements made by the weather station from your web browser.

There are of course many ways to go further with this project. Of course, you can add many different weather station in your home. Because each Bluetooth module has a different name (as a different Serial port), you can use what you learned in this chapter to put these stations everywhere in your home.

You can also add more sensors to each of these stations. For example, to make the project even close to a commercial weather station, you can add a pressure sensor, for example based on the BMP180 chip. This will allow you to measure the atmospheric pressure, but also tell you the altitude of the weather station. You can also add an anemometer to the project, to measure wind speed if you are using the station outside.
Chapter 6

Controlling Lamps via WiFi

In this chapter, we are going to upgrade another project we built before: the smart lamp project from Chapter 3. We are going to remove the LCD screen that we used to display the status of the lamp, and instead add a WiFi module to the project.

You will then be able to control your lamp remotely from your computer, but also from any device connected on your local WiFi network. Using the interface that we are going to build, you’ll also be able to monitor the power consumption of the lamp, and check the value of the ambient light level. Finally, you will also be able to create your own rules based on the measured data, for example to automatically switch the lamp off when the ambient light level goes above a given value. Let’s dive in!
6.1 Hardware & Software Requirements

For this project, you will of course need an Arduino Uno board. You can also use other Arduino boards like an Arduino Mega or Leonardo, it will work just fine as well.

For the relay module, I used a 5V relay module from Polulu, which nicely integrates a relay on a board, along with all the required components to control the relay from the Arduino board. This is a picture of the relay module I used:

![Relay Module](image)

To measure the current flowing through the lamp, I used a board based on the AC712 sensor from ITead Studio. This sensor is really easy to use with Arduino, as it returns a voltage that is proportional to the measured current. With the correct formula, we will then infer the current flowing through the lamp from the voltage measured by the Arduino board. Of course, you can use other boards based on the same sensor. This is a picture of the board I used for this project:
For light levels measurements, I used a photocell with a 10K Ohm resistor. This will return a signal which is proportional to the incoming light level.

Then, you need a WiFi module based on the CC3000 WiFi chip. There are also many alternatives to do that. What I recommend is using the Adafruit CC3000 breakout board, which is the only one I tested that worked without problem. It is nice and compact, has voltage regulators onboard, as well as an onboard antenna. I tried the official TI CC3000 board, but it never worked properly, and you have to use level shifters as well (the CC3000 works with 3.3V, and the Arduino Uno with 5V). The other alternative is to make your own breakout board, there are many PCB layout available online.

To connect to the lamp to the project, I used a standard pair of power plugs with bare cables at the end, with one female socket (to plug the lamp in) and one male socket (to plug it into the power socket in the wall). This is a picture of the cables I used:
Finally, I used a breadboard and some jumper wires to make the different electrical connections.

This is a list of all components used in this project, along with links to purchase them online:

- Current sensor ([http://imall.iteadstudio.com/im120710011.html](http://imall.iteadstudio.com/im120710011.html))
- 10k Ohm resistor ([https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8374](https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8374))
- CC3000 WiFi breakout board ([http://www.adafruit.com/products/1469](http://www.adafruit.com/products/1469))
- Breadboard ([http://www.adafruit.com/product/64](http://www.adafruit.com/product/64))

On the software side, you need to have the latest version of the Arduino IDE installed on your computer, as well as the aREST library for Arduino which you can find at the following link:

[https://github.com/marcoschwartz/aREST](https://github.com/marcoschwartz/aREST)

This project also requires having the CC3000 chip library:

[https://github.com/adafruit/Adafruit_CC3000_Library](https://github.com/adafruit/Adafruit_CC3000_Library)

And the CC3000 mDNS library:
To install a given library, simply extract the folder in your Arduino /libraries folder (or create this folder if it doesn’t exist yet).
## 6.2 Building the Project

Let’s now assemble the hardware for this project. As for the previous project using a relay, we will do so in two parts. We will first connect the different components like the relay module to the Arduino board, and then we will connect the lamp to the project.

The hardware connections for the first part are actually quite simple: we have to connect the relay module, the current sensor, the WiFi module and the photocell. First, connect the Arduino Uno +5V pin to the red rail on the breadboard, and the ground pin to the blue rail.

For the photocell, first place the cell in series with the 10k Ohm resistor on the breadboard. Then, connect the other end of the photocell to the red rail on the breadboard, and the other end of the resistor to the ground. Finally, connect the common pin of the resistor & the photocell to the Arduino Uno analog pin A0.

Now, the WiFi module. First, connect the IRQ pin of the CC3000 board to pin number 3 of the Arduino board, VBAT to pin 5, and CS to pin 10. Then, you need to connect the SPI pins to the Arduino board: MOSI, MISO, and CLK go to pins 11, 12, and 13, respectively. Finally, take care of the power supply: Vin goes to the Arduino 5V (red power rail), and GND to GND (blue power rail).

This is a schematic of the project, without the relay module and current sensor connected yet:
For the relay module, there are three pins you need to connect: VCC, GND and SIG. VCC needs to go the Arduino 5V pin, so connect it to the red power rail. GND goes to the Arduino ground pin, so to the blue power rail. Finally, connect the SIG pin to pin number 8 of the Arduino board.

It is actually similar for the current sensor module. It has three pins: VCC, GND, and OUT. As for the relay, VCC needs to go the Arduino 5V pin, so connect it to the red power rail. GND goes to the Arduino ground pin, so to the blue power rail. Then, connect the OUT pin to the analog pin A1 of the Arduino board.

This is a picture of the fully assembled project, without the lamp connected yet:

We are now going to connect the lamp to the hardware we already assembled. Basically, the idea is to have the main power supply (coming from the power socket in the wall) going to the relay, then to the current sensor, and finally to the lamp. Follow this schematic to make the required connections:
As it implies dangerous voltage levels (110v or 230v depending on where you are in the world), you should take some precautions at this point, that you can find in the introduction of this book. Of course, you can make & test the whole project of this chapter without connecting any high-power device.
6.3 Testing the WiFi Module

Before we build our wireless smart lamp, we are first going to check that the most important component of the project is working: the WiFi module. We are going to write an Arduino sketch that initializes the chip, connects to your local WiFi network, and display the IP address of the module, meaning that it was successfully connected to the network. This is the complete code for this part:

```c
// Code for the test the WiFi module

// Import required libraries
#include <Adafruit_CC3000.h>
#include <SPI.h>

// These are the pins for the CC3000 chip if you are using a breakout board
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_IRQ 3
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_VBAT 5
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_CS 10

// Create CC3000 instance
Adafruit_CC3000 cc3000 = Adafruit_CC3000(ADAFRUIT_CC3000_CS, ADAFRUIT_CC3000_IRQ, ADAFRUIT_CC3000_VBAT, SPI_CLOCK_DIV2);

// Your WiFi SSID and password
#define WLAN_SSID "yourSSID"
#define WLAN_PASS "yourPassword"
#define WLAN_SECURITY WLAN_SEC_WPA2

void setup(void)
{
    // Start Serial
    Serial.begin(115200);

    // Set up CC3000 and get connected to the wireless network.
    Serial.println("Initializing chip...");
    if (!cc3000.begin())
    {
        while(1);
    }

    // Connect to WiFi
    Serial.println("Connecting to WiFi network...");
    if (!cc3000.connectToAP(WLAN_SSID, WLAN_PASS, WLAN_SECURITY))
    {
        while(1);
    }
    while (!cc3000.checkDHCP())
    {
        delay(100);
    }
    Serial.println("Connected !");

    // Display connection details
    displayConnectionDetails();
    Serial.println(F("Test completed"));
}

void loop() {}

// Display connection details
bool displayConnectionDetails(void)
{
    uint32_t ipAddress, netmask, gateway, dhcpserv, dnsserv;

    if (!cc3000.getIPAddress(&ipAddress, &netmask, &gateway, &dhcpserv, &dnsserv))
```
It starts by including the required libraries for the CC3000 chip:

```cpp
#include <Adafruit_CC3000.h>
#include <SPI.h>
```

And defining the pins on which the CC3000 module is connected to:

```cpp
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_IRQ  3
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_VBAT 5
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_CS   10
```

Then, we can create an instance of the CC3000 WiFi chip:

```cpp
Adafruit_CC3000 cc3000 = Adafruit_CC3000(ADAFRUIT_CC3000_CS, ADAFRUIT_CC3000_IRQ, ADAFRUIT_CC3000_VBAT, SPI_CLOCK_DIV2);
```

Now, you will need to modify the sketch to enter your own SSID network name, and the associated password. If your network is not using WPA2 authentication, you will also have to change this security parameter:

```cpp
#define WLAN_SSID "yourSSID"
#define WLAN_PASS "yourPassword"
#define WLAN_SECURITY WLAN_SEC_WPA2
```

Now, in the `setup()` function of the sketch, you need to start the Serial port that we will use for debugging purposes:

```cpp
Serial.begin(115200);
```

We can now initialize the CC3000 WiFi chip:

```cpp
Serial.println("Initializing chip...");
if (!cc3000.begin())
{
    while(1);
}
```

After that, the sketch will try to connect the WiFi chip to the WiFi network you defined before, and get an IP address:
Serial.println("Connecting to WiFi network.");
if (!cc3000.connectToAP(WLAN_SSID, WLAN_PASS, WLAN_SECURITY)) {
    while(1);
}
while (!cc3000.checkDHCP()) {
    delay(100);
}
Serial.println("Connected !");

When the chip is connected to the network, we get the IP address of the WiFi module and print it on the Serial port as well. Finally, we print that the test is now completed:

displayConnectionDetails();
Serial.println(F("Test completed"));

Note that the complete code for this chapter can be found on the corresponding folder inside the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino

It’s now time to test this first sketch of the project. Make sure that you modified the sketch with your own WiFi network name and password. Then, upload the sketch to the Arduino board, and open the Serial monitor. This is what you should see:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initializing chip...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connecting to WiFi network...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected !</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IP Addr: 192.168.1.100
Netmask: 255.255.255.0
Gateway: 192.168.1.1
DHCPSrv: 192.168.1.1
DNSserv: 192.168.0.254
Test completed

If you can see an IP address, congratulations, it means that the WiFi module is correctly wired and can connect to your WiFi network. We can now start coding the remote control part of your smart lamp project.

If it is not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that you correctly wired the CC3000 WiFi module. There are lots of cables to connect, and it is easy to mix them up. Also, make sure that your Internet connection is up and running, or the WiFi chip won’t be able to connect to the test website.
6.4 Remote Lamp Control

In this section, we are going to build the Arduino sketch that we will use to control the lamp via WiFi, and also to get the measured ambient light level & power consumption of the lamp.

To do so, we are again going to use the aREST library so we can have an easy access to the pins of the Arduino board, and to the variables in which the measurements are stored.

As the sketch is built on the sketch that we used to test the WiFi connections, I will only detail the code that was added compared to the previous sketch. This is the complete code for this part:

```c
// Code for the wireless smart lamp project
#define NUMBER_VARIABLES 2
#define NUMBER_FUNCTIONS 1

// Import required libraries
#include <Adafruit_CC3000.h>
#include <SPI.h>
#include <CC3000_MDNS.h>
#include <aREST.h>

// Relay state
const int relay_pin = 8;

// Define measurement variables
float amplitude_current;
float effective_value;
float effective_voltage = 230; // Set voltage to 230V (Europe) or 110V (US)
float effective_power;
float zero_sensor;

// These are the pins for the CC3000 chip if you are using a breakout board
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_IRQ 3
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_VBAT 5
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_CS 10

// Create CC3000 instance
Adafruit_CC3000 cc3000(ADAFRUIT_CC3000_CS, ADAFRUIT_CC3000_IRQ, ADAFRUIT_CC3000_VBAT);

// Create aREST instance
aREST rest = aREST();

// Your WiFi SSID and password
#define WLAN_SSID "KrakowskiePrzedm51m.15(flat15)"
#define WLAN_PASS "KrK51flat15_1944_15"
#define WLAN_SECURITY WLAN_SEC_WPA2

// The port to listen for incoming TCP connections
#define LISTEN_PORT 80

// Server instance
Adafruit_CC3000_Server restServer(LISTEN_PORT);

// DNS responder instance
MDNSResponder mdns;

// Variables to be exposed to the API
int power;
int light;
```
void setup(void)
{
    // Start Serial
    Serial.begin(115200);

    // Init variables and expose them to REST API
    rest.variable("light", &light);
    rest.variable("power", &power);

    // Set relay & led pins to outputs
    pinMode(relay_pin, OUTPUT);

    // Calibrate sensor with null current
    zero_sensor = getSensorValue(A1);

    // Give name and ID to device
    rest.set_id("001");
    rest.set_name("smart_lamp");

    // Set up CC3000 and get connected to the wireless network.
    if (!cc3000.begin())
    {
        while(1);
    }
    if (!cc3000.connectToAP(WLAN_SSID, WLAN_PASS, WLAN_SECURITY))
    {
        while (!cc3000.checkDHCP())
        {
            delay(100);
        }
    }

    // Start multicast DNS responder
    if (!mdns.begin("arduino", cc3000))
    {
        while(1);
    }

    // Display connection details
    displayConnectionDetails();

    // Start server
    restServer.begin();
    Serial.println(F("Listening for connections.
    
    void loop()
    {  
        // Measure light level
        float sensor_reading = analogRead(A0);
        light = (int)(sensor_reading/1024*100);
        
        // Perform power measurement
        float sensor_value = getSensorValue(A1);
        
        // Convert to current
        amplitude_current = (float)(sensor_value-zero_sensor)/1024*5/185*1000000;
        effective_value = amplitude_current/1.414;
        effective_power = abs(effective_value*effective_voltage/1000);
        power = (int)effective_power;
        
        // Handle any multicast DNS requests
        mdns.update();

        // Handle REST calls
        Adafruit_CC3000_ClientRef client = restServer.available();
        rest.handle(client);
    }

bool displayConnectionDetails(void)
{
    uint32_t ipAddress, netmask, gateway, dhcpserv, dnsserv;
    if (!cc3000.getIPAddress(&ipAddress, &netmask, &gateway, &dhcpserv, &dnsserv))
    {
Serial.println(F("Unable to retrieve the IP Address!\r\n"));
return false;
}
else{
Serial.printf(F("\nIP Addr: ")), cc3000.printIPdotsRev(ipAddress);
Serial.printf(F("\nNetmask: ")), cc3000.printIPdotsRev(netmask);
Serial.printf(F("\nGateway: ")), cc3000.printIPdotsRev(gateway);
Serial.printf(F("\nDHCPsrv: ")), cc3000.printIPdotsRev(dhcpserv);
Serial.printf(F("\nDNSserv: ")), cc3000.printIPdotsRev(dnsserv);
Serial.println();
return true;
}

// Get the reading from the current sensor
float getSensorValue(int pin)
{
int sensorValue;
float avgSensor = 0;
int nb_measurements = 100;
for (int i = 0; i < nb_measurements; i++){
    sensorValue = analogRead(pin);
    avgSensor = avgSensor + float(sensorValue);
}
avgSensor = avgSensor/float(nb_measurements);
return avgSensor;
}

It starts by including all the required libraries:

#include <Adafruit_CC3000.h>
#include <SPI.h>
#include <CC3000_MDNS.h>
#include <aREST.h>

And declaring the pin on which the relay module is connected:

const int relay_pin = 8;

Then, we declare the different variables that are required for the power measurement part:

float amplitude_current;
float effective_value;
float effective_voltage = 230; // Set voltage to 230V (Europe) or 110V (US)
float effective_power;
float zero_sensor;

Then, we create the instance of the aREST object that we will use to handle the requests coming via the WiFi connection:

aREST rest = aREST();

We also need to define on which port we want to the WiFi chip to listen to. For convenience, we will use the port 80, so you can directly command your Arduino board from a web browser:

#define LISTEN_PORT 80

We also create an instance of the CC3000 server:
Adafruit_CC3000_Server restServer(LISTEN_PORT);

We also need to create an instance of the MDNS server, so we can access the Arduino board without having to type the board IP address to access it:

MDNSResponder mdns;

Finally, we declare two variables that will contain the measurements of the power consumption and the light level:

```cpp
int power;
int light;
```

Now, in the `setup()` function of the sketch, we first expose the two measurement variables to the REST API so we can access them from the outside world via WiFi:

```cpp
rest.variable("light", &light);
rest.variable("power", &power);
```

After that, we declare the relay pin as an output:

```cpp
pinMode(relay_pin, OUTPUT);
```

We also use a function that averages the measurements of the current sensor to get the sensor’s reading at which the current is null:

```cpp
zero_sensor = getSensorValue(A1);
```

We can also set a name and an ID for the device, that will be returned at each call of the board via the aREST API:

```cpp
rest.set_id("001");
rest.set_name("smart_lamp");
```

After this step, we set a name for the Arduino board on the network, for example “arduino”. This means that the board will be accessible by the name arduino.local on your local network:

```cpp
if (!mdns.begin("arduino", cc3000)) {
  while(1);
}
```

Finally, still in the `setup()` function we start the CC3000 server and wait for incoming connections:

```cpp
restServer.begin();
Serial.println(F("Listening for connections..."));
```
In the `loop()` function of the sketch, we first get the value of the ambient light level, expressed in %:

```cpp
float sensor_reading = analogRead(A0);
ligh = (int)(sensor_reading/1024*100);
```

We also get the reading coming from the current sensor, again by using a function to average the result over several measurements:

```cpp
float sensor_value = getSensorValue(A1);
```

Then, we can calculate the power from the measured current:

```cpp
amplitude_current = (float)(sensor_value-zero_sensor)/1024*5/185*1000000;
effective_value = amplitude_current/1.414;
effective_power = abs(effective_value*effective_voltage/1000);
power = (int)effective_power;
```

After that, we update the MDNS server:

```cpp
mdns.update();
```

And process any incoming connection using the aREST library:

```cpp
Adafruit_CC3000_ClientRef client = restServer.available();
rest.handle(client);
```

Note that the complete code for this chapter can be found on the corresponding folder inside the GitHub repository of the book:

[https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino](https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino)

It’s now time to test this sketch on our project. Download the code from the GitHub repository, and make sure that you modify the name and the password of the WiFi network on which the WiFi chip will connect to. Then, upload the code to the Arduino board, and open the Serial monitor. This is what you should see:

```
Listening for connections...
```

Now, close the Serial monitor, and open your web browser. You can now make direct calls to the REST API running on the board to control the pins of the Arduino board. For example, to turn the lamp on, just type:

```
http://arduino.local/digital/8/1
```

You should hear the relay switching, the lamp should turn on and you should have a confirmation message inside your browser:
Pin D8 set to 1

To switch the lamp off again, just type:

http://arduino.local/digital/8/0

Note that these commands will work from any devices connect to the same local network as the Arduino board. For example, you can use your smartphone to control your Arduino board with the same commands.

If it doesn’t work, the first thing to do is to use the IP address of the board in place of the arduino.local name. You can get the IP address by looking at the messages displayed on the Serial monitor when starting the project.

If it is still not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that all the hardware components of the projects are correctly wired, as we saw earlier in the chapter. Then, make sure that you downloaded & installed the required libraries for this project, especially the aREST library.
We are now going to build the interface that you will use to control the project from your computer. Using this interface, you will be able to control the lamp via WiFi, but also to see in real-time the power consumption of the lamp and the ambient light level coming from the photocell.

Note that this part is similar to what we did in the previous chapter for the interface. If you feel confident with it, you can skip the beginning of the code walkthrough.

As for the other interfaces we developed in this book, the interface we are going to develop is based on Node.js. First, we are going to code the main file called app.js, which we will run later use the node command in a terminal. This is the complete code for this file:

```javascript
// Module
var express = require('express');
var app = express();

// Define port
var port = 3000;

// View engine
app.set('view engine', 'jade');

// Set public folder
app.use(express.static(__dirname + '/public'));

// Rest
var rest = require("arest")(app);
rest.addDevice('http', '192.168.1.103');

// Serve interface
app.get('/', function(req, res){
  res.render('interface');
});

// Start server
app.listen(port);
console.log("Listening on port " + port);
```

It starts by importing the express module:

```javascript
var express = require('express');
```

Then, we create our app based on the express framework, and the set the port to 3000:

```javascript
var app = express();
var port = 3000;
```

We also need to tell our software where to look for the graphical interface files that we are going to code later, and we also define Jade as our default view engine:

```javascript
app.use(express.static(__dirname + '/public'));
```
We also need to use the node-aREST module, that will handle all the communications between the interface and our smart lamp. At this point you also need to enter the IP address of your WiFi chip:

```javascript
var rest = require("arest")(app);
rest.addDevice('http', '192.168.1.103');
```

Now, we are going to build the main route for our server. We define this route by linking the root URL of the server to the interface of the project:

```javascript
app.get('/', function(req, res){
  res.render('interface');
});
```

Finally, still in this app.js file, we start the app with the port we defined before, and write a message in the console:

```javascript
app.listen(port);
console.log("Listening on port " + port);
```

This was for the main server file. Now, we are going to build the interface itself. Let’s see the content of the Jade file first. This file is located in the /view folder of our project. This is the complete code for this file:

```html
doctype html
html
  head
    title Smart Lamp
    link(rel='stylesheet' ,href='/css/interface.css')
    link(rel='stylesheet'
      ,href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.0/css/bootstrap.min.css")
    script(src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-2.1.1.min.js")
    script(src="/js/interface.js")
  body
    .container
      hi Smart Lamp
      .row.voffset
        .col-md-6
          button.btn.btn-block.btn-lg.btn-primary#1 On
        .col-md-6
          button.btn.btn-block.btn-lg.btn-danger#2 Off
        .row
          .col-md-4
            h3#powerDisplay Power:
          .col-md-4
            h3#lightDisplay Light level:
          .col-md-4
            h3#status Offline
```

The file starts by importing the different JavaScript files that will handle the click on the interface, and send the correct commands to the Arduino board:

```javascript
script(src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-2.1.1.min.js")
script(src="/js/interface.js")
```
We also use the Twitter Bootstrap framework to give a better look at our interface:

```
<link rel='stylesheet' href='/css/interface.css'/>
<link rel='stylesheet' href='https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.0/css/bootstrap.min.css'/>
```

Then, we need to create two buttons: one to turn the relay on and therefore switch on the light, and another one to switch the light off again. This is the code for both buttons:

```
.col-md-6
  button.btn.btn-block.btn-lg.btn-primary #1 On
.col-md-6
  button.btn.btn-block.btn-lg.btn-danger #2 Off
```

We will define in the JavaScript file of this project how the clicks on these buttons are handled.

Finally, we also need to create text fields to display the different measurements made by our Arduino project, like the power and the light level. We also create one indicator to check that the project is online:

```
.col-md-4
  h3#powerDisplay Power:
.col-md-4
  h3#lightDisplay Light level:
.col-md-4
  h3#status Offline
```

Now, we are going to see the contents of the interface.js file, located in the public/js folder of the project. This is the complete code for this file:

```
var devices = [];

$.get('/devices', function( json_data ) {
  devices = json_data;
});

$(document).ready(function() {

  // Update sensors and repeat every 5 seconds
  setTimeout(updateSensors, 500);
  setInterval(updateSensors, 5000);

  // Function to control the lamp
  $('#1').click(function(){
    $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/digital/8/1');
  });

  $('#2').click(function(){
    $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/digital/8/0');
  });

  function updateSensors(){

    // Update light level
    $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/light', function(json_data) {
      $('#lightDisplay').html("Light level: " + json_data.light + " %");

    // Update status
    if (json_data.connected == 1){
```
There are two main parts in this file: one that defines how the clicks on the buttons are handled, and one which is here to refresh the sensors.

Let’s see the part about the buttons first. We basically just need to link each button with the corresponding digitalWrite() command of the Arduino board. This is done by the following piece of code:

```javascript
$('#1').click(function(){
  $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/digital/8/1');
};)

$('#2').click(function(){
  $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/digital/8/0');
});
```

We also need to code the part responsible of updating the interface with the measurements done by the board. To do so, we are going to query these measurements from the board at regular intervals, using the setInterval function of JavaScript:

```
setInterval(updateSensors, 5000);
```

Let’s now see the details of this updateSensors function. To get the data from the board, for example the light level measurement, we use the same function as before, by sending the /light command. However this time, we use the JSON data returned:

```
$.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/light', function(json_data) { 

```

With this data, we can update the display accordingly:

```
$('#lightDisplay').html("Light level: " + json_data.light + "");
```

This JSON data also contains some information of the status of the board. If the “connected” field is present, we set the status indicator to online, and set the color to green. If the data is not present or corrupted, we set it to offline and apply a red color to this indicator:
if (json_data.connected == 1){
  $("#status").html("Lamp Online");
  $("#status").css("color","green");
} else {
  $("#status").html("Lamp Offline");
  $("#status").css("color","red");
}

The same is done for the power measurement on the board:

$.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/power', function(json_data) {
  $("#powerDisplay").html("Power: " + json_data.power + " W");
});

This function is repeated every 5 seconds. This also where you can define your own functions to control your lamp accordingly to the measurements. For example, you can tell the lamp to automatically switch off if the ambient light level measurement is reaching a given value.

Note that the complete code for this chapter can be found on the corresponding folder inside the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino

It’s now time to test the interface. Make sure that you download all the files from the GitHub repository, and update the code with your own data if necessary, like the Arduino board address. Also, make sure that the Arduino board is programmed with the code we saw earlier in this chapter.

Then, go to the folder of the interface with a terminal, and type the following command to install the aREST, express and Jade modules:

```bash
sudo npm install arest express jade
```

Note that if you are under Windows, you have to leave out the `sudo` in front of the commands, and it is recommended to use the Node.js command prompt. Finally, you can start the Node.js server by typing:

```bash
sudo node app.js
```

You should be greeted with the following message in the terminal:

```
Listening on port 3000
```

You can now go to the your web browser, and type:

```bash
localhost:3000
```
You should see the interface being displayed inside your browser, with the buttons to control the lamp. Don’t worry, when your first open the interface the lamp should appear as offline and the indicator should not display any data. After a moment, the interface will make a query to the Arduino board and update the data accordingly:

**Smart Lamp**

![Smart Lamp Interface](image)

You can now also test the different buttons of the interface. By default, the lamp is turned off, so click on the “On” button to turn the lamp on instantly. You should also hear the “click” coming from the relay. When the lamp is on, you should also see that the power measurement display is updated accordingly on the interface. Then, you can click on the “Off” button to switch the lamp off again.

If you defined code in the JavaScript file of the interface, like switching the lamp off automatically when the ambient light reaches a given level, you should also see the effects of this code at this point.

If it is not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that you downloaded the latest version of the code from the GitHub repository of the book. Also made sure that you correctly modified the files to put your own settings, like the address of your WiFi module. Finally, make sure to install the required Node.js modules with npm before starting the web interface.
6.6 How to Go Further

Let’s summarize what we learned in this project. We took the project we already built in Chapter 3 and added WiFi capabilities to it. We learned how to interface a WiFi chip with Arduino, and control our project from a web browser. We were able to control the lamp wirelessly, and access the different measurements from your browser. Finally, we build a software running on your computer to control the whole project from a graphical interface within your web browser.

There are of course many ways to go further with this project. You can of course add more sensors to the Arduino board and access these measurements wirelessly. For example, you could perfectly add a temperature sensor to the project and display the data on the graphical interface as well. You can also add a second lamp to this project, and control both lamps independently.

By changing the code running on your computer, inside the JavaScript file, you can also define more complex behaviors for the lamp. Not only you can control the lamp according to the light level measurements, but you can also use the fact that your computer is connected to the web to create more complex behaviors. For example, you can automatically switch the lamp off after a given time in the evening, and switch it on again in the early morning to wake you up.

Finally, you can have several of these projects in your home, simply by giving different names to your Arduino boards, and adding more elements in the graphical interface. You can also create more behaviors and buttons for your project, for example a button to automatically switch off all the lamps in your home with a simple click.
Chapter 7

Building an Home Automation System

In this last chapter of the book, we are going to use what we learned in the previous chapters to build a small home automation system. This system will integrate XBee motion sensors as well as a WiFi controlled lamp. All of these components will be controlled from a central interface.

We are first going to see what is needed for this home automation system. Then, we are going to build the different modules. After a quick test of the modules, we are going to build an interface so you can monitor everything from your computer. Finally, I will give you some advices about how to go further and build more complex home automation systems.
7.1 Hardware & Software Requirements

Let’s first see what we need for this chapter. We basically need to build a given number of XBee motion sensors, and one WiFi lamp controller.

This is a list of all components for one XBee motion sensor, along with links to purchase them online:

- Arduino Uno (http://www.adafruit.com/product/50)
- PIR motion sensor (https://www.adafruit.com/products/189)
- Arduino XBee shield (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/10854)
- XBee Series 2 module with wire antenna (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/11215)
- Jumper wires (http://www.adafruit.com/product/758)

To use XBee on your computer, you will also need to get these components:

- USB XBee explorer board (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/11812)
- XBee Series 2 module with wire antenna (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/11215)

For the WiFi lamp controller, you will need the following components:

- Arduino Uno (http://www.adafruit.com/product/50)
- Relay module (http://www.pololu.com/product/2480)
- Current sensor (http://imall.iteadstudio.com/im120710011.html)
- Photocell (http://www.adafruit.com/product/161)
- 10k Ohm resistor (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8374)
- CC3000 WiFi breakout board (http://www.adafruit.com/products/1469)
- Breadboard (http://www.adafruit.com/product/64)
- Jumper wires (http://www.adafruit.com/product/758)

On the software side, you need to have the latest version of the Arduino IDE installed on your computer, as well as the aREST library for Arduino which you can find at the following link:

https://github.com/marcoschwartz/aREST

This project also requires having the CC3000 chip library:

https://github.com/adafruit/Adafruit_CC3000_Library
And the CC3000 mDNS library:

https://github.com/adafruit/CC3000_MDNS

To install a given library, simply extract the folder in your Arduino /libraries folder (or create this folder if it doesn’t exist yet).
7.2 Building the Project

We are now going to build the different modules of our home automation system. As we already saw in previous chapters how to assemble the different projects, I will simply refer to these chapters for the complete instructions on how to assemble the hardware.

For the XBee motion sensors, please refer to Chapter 4. This is what you should end up with:

For the WiFi lamp controller, please refer to Chapter 6. This is what you should end up with:
7.3 Testing the Modules

We are now going to test one XBee motion sensor, and the WiFi lamp controller. Because we already saw how these modules work in previous chapters, we are directly going to test them wirelessly to check if everything is working fine.

First, here is the code for the XBee motion sensor:

```cpp
// Code for the XBee motion sensor

// Libraries
#include <SPI.h>
#include <aREST.h>

// Motion sensor ID
String xbee_id = "1";

// Create ArduREST instance
aREST rest = aREST();

void setup() {
    // Start Serial
    Serial.begin(9600);

    // Give name and ID to device
    rest.set_id(xbee_id);
    rest.set_name("motion_sensor");
}

void loop() {
    // Handle REST calls
    rest.handle(Serial);
}
```

This sketch starts by including the correct libraries for the sketch:

```cpp
#include <SPI.h>
#include <aREST.h>
```

We also define the ID of the sensor. This is really useful if you are many motion sensors in your home, make sure to give them different IDs:

```cpp
String xbee_id = "1";
```

We also need to create an instance of the aREST library:

```cpp
aREST rest = aREST();
```

In the `setup()` function of the sketch, we start the Serial port. Note that here, it is really important to use a speed of 9600 as it is the default speed of XBee modules:

```cpp
Serial.begin(9600);
```
We also set the ID of the device that we defined before:

```plaintext
rest.set_id(xbee_id);
```

Finally, in the `loop()` function of the sketch, we simple handle the requests coming from the Serial port using the aREST library:

```plaintext
rest.handle(Serial);
```

It’s now time to test this sketch. Upload the sketch the Arduino board, and now put the switch of the XBe shield to “UART” so the XBe module is now directly communicating with the Arduino microcontroller via the Serial port. Note that if you need to program the Arduino board again, you need to switch it back to “DLINE”.

Now, you need to locate the Serial port corresponding to the XBe explorer board connected to your computer. You can do so by looking at the Tools>Serial Port menu of the Arduino IDE. For example, mine is called “/dev/cu.usbserial-A702LF8B”. Also write it down for later, we will need it when building the interface for our motion sensors.

Now, open the Serial monitor of the Arduino IDE. Make sure that the speed is set to 9600. Note that because we are now connect to the XBe explorer board, all commands that you are sending now are being sent to all XBe modules in your home.

In the Serial monitor, type:

```
/id
```

This will simply query the ID of the all XBe boards that are in your home. When I tested the project, I had only one in my home. It responded with:

```
{"id": "1", "name": ", "connected": true}
```

After this step, we are going to read the status of the motion sensor. Remember, it is connected to pin number 8. To read from this pin, simply type:

```
/digital/8
```

The sensor should answer with the following message:

```
{"return_value": 1, "id": "1", "name": ", "connected": true}
```

If the sensor is answering to the queries at this point, it means that it is working correctly and that you can access it wirelessly. Also make sure to configure your XBe modules so they are all in the same XBe PAN ID. Refer to Chapter 4 for more information on this
We are now going to test the WiFi lamp controller. Here is the code for this module:

```c
// Demo of the aREST library with the CC3000 WiFi chip

// Import required libraries
#include <Adafruit_CC3000.h>
#include <SPI.h>
#include <CC3000_MDNS.h>
#include <aREST.h>

// These are the pins for the CC3000 chip if you are using a breakout board
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_IRQ 3
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_VBAT 5
#define ADAFRUIT_CC3000_CS 10

// Create CC3000 instance
Adafruit_CC3000 cc3000(ADAFRUIT_CC3000_CS, ADAFRUIT_CC3000_IRQ, ADAFRUIT_CC3000_VBAT, SPI_CLOCK_DIV2);

// Create ArduREST instance
aREST rest = aREST();

// Your WiFi SSID and password
#define WLAN_SSID "yourSSID"
#define WLAN_PASS "yourPassword"
#define WLAN_SECURITY WLAN_SEC_WPA2

// The port to listen for incoming TCP connections
#define LISTEN_PORT 80

// Server instance
Adafruit_CC3000_Server restServer(LISTEN_PORT);

// DNS responder instance
MDNSResponder mdns;

void setup(void)
{
  // Start Serial
  Serial.begin(115200);

  // Give name and ID to device
  rest.set_id("2");
  rest.set_name("relay_module");

  // Set up CC3000 and get connected to the wireless network.
  if (!cc3000.begin())
  {
    while(1);
  }

  if (!cc3000.connectToAP(WLAN_SSID, WLAN_PASS, WLAN_SECURITY))
  {
    while(1);
  }
  while (!cc3000.checkDHCP())
  {
    delay(100);
  }

  // Start multicast DNS responder
  if (!mdns.begin("arduino", cc3000))
  {
    while(1);
  }

  // Start server
  restServer.begin();
  Serial.println(F("Listening for connections.")));

  // Init DHT sensor & output pin
  pinMode(7, OUTPUT);
}
```c
void loop() {
    // Handle any multicast DNS requests
    mdns.update();
    // Handle REST calls
    Adafruit_CC3000_ClientRef client = restServer.available();
    rest.handle(client);
}
```

Note that for the lamp controller, we are simply going to use the relay to switch the lamp on and off, and we will not use the different sensors of the project. But you can integrate them later in your central interface as an exercise.

The code starts by including all the required libraries:

```c
#include <Adafruit_CC3000.h>
#include <SPI.h>
#include <CC3000_MDNS.h>
#include <aREST.h>
```

And declaring the pin on which the relay module is connected:

```c
const int relay_pin = 8;
```

Then, we create the instance of the aREST object that we will use to handle the requests coming via the WiFi connection:

```c
aREST rest = aREST();
```

We also need to define on which port we want to the WiFi chip to listen to. For convenience, we will use the port 80, so you can directly command your Arduino board from a web browser:

```c
#define LISTEN_PORT 80
```

We also create an instance of the CC3000 server:

```c
Adafruit_CC3000_Server restServer(LISTEN_PORT);
```

We also need to create an instance of the MDNS server, so we can access the Arduino board without having to type the board IP address to access it:

```c
MDNSResponder mdns;
```

Now, in the `setup()` function of the sketch, we declare the relay pin as an output:

```c
pinMode(relay_pin, OUTPUT);
```

We can also set a name and an ID for the device, that will be returned at each call of the
board via the REST API:

```c
rest.set_id("2");
rest.set_name("relay_module");
```

After this step, we set a name for the Arduino board on the network, for example “arduino”. This means that the board will be accessible by the name arduino.local on your local network:

```c
if (!mdns.begin("arduino", cc3000)) {
  while(1);
}
```

Finally, still in the `setup()` function we start the CC3000 server and wait for incoming connections:

```c
restServer.begin();
Serial.println(F("Listening for connections…"))); 
```

In the `loop()` function of the sketch, we update the MDNS server:

```c
mdns.update();
```

And process any incoming connection using the aREST library:

```c
Adafruit_CC3000_ClientRef client = restServer.available();
rest.handle(client);
```

It’s now time to test this sketch on our project. Download the code from the GitHub repository, and make sure that you modify the name and the password of the WiFi network on which the WiFi chip will connect to. Then, upload the code to the Arduino board, and open the Serial monitor. This is what you should see:

```
Listening for connections...
```

Now, close the Serial monitor, and open your web browser. You can now make direct calls to the REST API running on the board to control the pins of the Arduino board. For example, to turn the lamp on, just type:

```
http://arduino.local/digital/8/1
```

You should hear the relay switching, the lamp should turn on and you should have a confirmation message inside your browser:

```
Pin D8 set to 1
```

To switch the lamp off again, just type:
Note that the complete code for this section can be found inside the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino
7.4 Building the Central Interface

We are now going to build the interface that you will use to control the whole home automation system from your computer. Using this interface, you will be able to control the lamp via WiFi, and get readings from the XBee motion sensors, all from the same webpage.

Note that this part is similar to what we did in the previous chapters for the interface. If you feel confident with it, you can skip the beginning of the code walk through.

As for the other interfaces we developed in this book, the interface we are going to develop is based on Node.js. First, we are going to code the main file called app.js, which we will run later use the node command in a terminal. This is the complete code for this file:

```javascript
// Module
var express = require('express');
var app = express();

// Define port
var port = 3000;

// View engine
app.set('view engine', 'jade');

// Set public folder
app.use(express.static(__dirname + '/public'));

// Rest
var rest = require("arest")(app);
rest.addDevice('http', '192.168.1.103');
rest.addDevice('xbee', '/dev/tty.usbserial-A702LF8B');

// Serve interface
app.get('/', function(req, res){
    var devices = rest.getDevices();
    res.render('interface', {devices: devices});
});

// Start server
app.listen(port);
console.log("Listening on port "+ port);
```

It starts by importing the express module:

```javascript
var express = require('express');
```

Then, we create our app based on the express framework, and the set the port to 3000:

```javascript
var app = express();
var port = 3000;
```

We also need to tell our software where to look for the graphical interface files that we are going to code later, and we also define Jade as our default view engine:
At this point, we also import the node-aREST module, that will handle all the communication between the interface, the XBee modules, and the WiFi chip. Here, we also need to define the Serial port on which the XBee explorer module is connected to, and the IP address of the WiFi chip:

```javascript
var rest = require("arest")(app);
rest.addDevice('xbee', '/dev/tty.usbserial-A702LF8B');
rest.addDevice('http', '192.168.1.103');
```

Now, we are going to build the main route of our server. We define this route by linking the root URL of our server to the corresponding Jade file. Because we want to build the interface automatically depending on how many devices are present, we need to get all the devices first, and then transmit this data to the Jade file so it can be rendered correctly:

```javascript
app.get('/', function(req, res){
  var devices = rest.getDevices();
  res.render('interface', {devices: devices});
});
```

Finally, still in this app.js file, we start the app with the port we defined before, and write a message in the console:

```javascript
app.listen(port);
console.log("Listening on port " + port);
```

This was for the main server file. Now, we are going to build the interface itself. Let’s see the content of the Jade file first. This file is located in the /view folder of our project. This is the complete code for this file:

```html
doctype html
head
  title Home Automation System
  link(rel='stylesheet' href='/css/interface.css')
  link(rel='stylesheet'
       href='https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.0/css/bootstrap.min.css')
  script(src='https://code.jquery.com/jquery-2.1.1.min.js')
  script(src='/js/interface.js')
body
  .container
    h1.text-center Home Automation System
    .row.voffset
      h2 Lamp Control
      .row
        .col-md-6
          button.btn.btn-block.btn-primary.btn-lg#lamp1 On
        .col-md-6
          button.btn.btn-block.btn-danger.btn-lg#lamp2 Off
      .row
        .col-md-4
          h3#powerDisplay Power:
        .col-md-4
          h3#lightDisplay Light level:
```
The file starts by importing the different JavaScript files that will handle the click on the interface, and send the correct commands to the Arduino board:

```javascript
script(src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-2.1.1.min.js")
script(src="/js/interface.js")
```

We also use the Twitter Bootstrap framework to give a better look at our interface:

```html
link(rel='stylesheet', href='/css/interface.css')
link(rel='stylesheet', href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.3.0/css/bootstrap.min.css")
```

After that, you can see two main blocks in this file. The first one is to create two buttons to control the lamp via WiFi, and to display data from the sensors:

```html
)row.voffset
h2 Lamp Control
)row
.col-md-6
button.btn.btn-block.btn-primary.btn-lg#lamp1 On
.col-md-6
button.btn.btn-block.btn-danger.btn-lg#lamp2 Off
)row
.col-md-4
h3#powerDisplay Power:
.col-md-4
h3#lightDisplay Light level:
.col-md-4
h3#status Offline
```

The second block is to display the status of the XBee motion sensors:

```javascript
if (devices != '[]')
exth device in devices
  if (device.type == 'xbee')
    .row
      .col-md-4
        h3 Sensor #{device.id}
      .col-md-4
        h3.display(id=device.id)
```

Now, we are going to see the contents of the interface.js file, located in the public/js folder of the project. This is the complete code for this file:

```javascript
$(document).ready(function() {
  $.get('/devices', function( devices ) {
    // Update sensors and repeat every 5 seconds
```

```html
    h3 Sensor #{device.id}
  }
    .col-md-4
    h3.display(id=device.id)
```

```javascript
```
```
setTimeout(updateSensors, 500);
setInterval(updateSensors, 5000);

// Function to control the lamp
$('#lamp1').click(function(){
  $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/digital/8/1');
});

$('#lamp2').click(function(){
  $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/digital/8/0');
});

// Update lamp sensors
function updateSensors(){
  // Update light level
  $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/light', function(json_data) {
    $('#lightDisplay').html("Light level: " + json_data.light + " %");
    // Update status
    if (json_data.connected == 1){
      $('#status').html("Lamp Online");
      $('#status').css("color","green");
    } else {
      $('#status').html("Lamp Offline");
      $('#status').css("color","red");
    }
    // Update power
    $.get('/' + devices[0].name + '/power', function(json_data) {
      $('#powerDisplay').html("Power: " + json_data.power + " W");
    });
  });
}

// Set inputs for motion sensors
for (i = 0; i < devices.length; i++){
  // Get device
  var device = devices[i];
  // Set input
  if (device.type == 'xbee'){
    $.get('/' + device.name + '/mode/8/0');
  }
}

setInterval(function() {
  for (i = 0; i < devices.length; i++){
    // Get device
    var device = devices[i];
    // Get data
    if (device.type == 'xbee'){
      $.get('/' + device.name + '/digital/8', function(json_data) {
        // Update display
        if (json_data.return_value == 0){
          $('#' + json_data.id).html("No motion");
          $('#' + json_data.id).css("color","red");
        } else {
          $('#' + json_data.id).html("Motion detected");
          $('#' + json_data.id).css("color","green");
        }
      });
    }
  }
});
You will see that this code basically combines the functions we saw in the motion sensors chapter, and in the smart lamp chapter.

Note that the complete code for this section can be found inside the GitHub repository of the book:

https://github.com/openhomeautomation/home-automation-arduino

It’s now time to test the interface. Make sure that you download all the files from the GitHub repository, and update the code with your own data if necessary, like the Arduino board address and the XBeesXBees explorer Serial port. Also, make sure that the Arduino board is programmed with the code we saw earlier in this chapter.

Then, go to the folder of the interface with a terminal, and type the following command to install the aREST, express and Jade modules:

```
sudo npm install arest express jade
```

Note that if you are under Windows, you have to leave out the `sudo` in front of the commands, and it is recommended to use the Node.js command prompt. Finally, you can start the Node.js server by typing:

```
sudo node app.js
```

You should be greeted with the following message in the terminal:

```
Listening on port 3000
```

You can now go to the your web browser, and type:

```
localhost:3000
```

You should see the interface being displayed inside your browser, with the buttons to control the lamp, the sensor data from the lamp, and the state of the XBeesXBees sensors. Try to pass your hand in front of one of the sensor, the interface should change accordingly:
Home Automation System

Lamp Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On</th>
<th>Off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power: 30 W</td>
<td>Light level: 23 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lamp Online

XBee Motion Sensors

Sensor 2 | No motion
Sensor 1 | Motion detected

You can also click on one of the buttons, and the lamp should turn on or off instantly.

If it is not working at this point, there are several things you can check. First, make sure that you downloaded the latest version of the code from the GitHub repository of the book. Also make sure that you correctly modified the files to put your own settings, like the Serial port for your Bluetooth module, and the address of the WiFi module. Finally, make sure to install the required Node.js modules with npm before starting the web interface.
Let’s summarize what we learned in this project. We took the project we already built in Chapter 4 and in Chapter 6 to build a small home automation system. We built several XBee motion sensors, and a WiFi lamp controller. We tested these modules, and then integrated everything in one unique interface so we can monitor everything from a central place.

There are of course many ways to go further with this project. With nearly the same code, you can add more WiFi lamp controllers, and also more XBee motion sensors. You can also add more sensors to the project.

You can also define more complex behaviors into the system, for example linking the measurement of the motion sensor to the activation of the relay. If they are located in the same room, you can set the system so the relay automatically turns on when motion is detected in the room (for example in toilets).

Note that it is not recommended to mix many wireless modules in the same system. For example, it is better to use WiFi for every actuators (relays), and XBee for every sensors (motion, temperature, humidity …).
Chapter 8

Conclusion
8.1 What did you learn in this book?

We are already close to the end of this book, and I really hoped you enjoyed reading it as much as I enjoyed writing it and realizing all the projects contained in the book. Let’s summarize everything you have learned by reading this book.

In the first part of the book, we saw how to interface sensors and other components with the Arduino platform to build home automation systems.

In the very first chapter, you learned the basics of the Arduino platform, and you also learned how you could use this platform for home automation projects. We also built our very first home automation system with Arduino: a simple motion sensor connected to an alarm.

The next chapter was all about learning the basics of a typical home automation project: how to measure data from sensors using Arduino, and how to display these results on a LCD screen.

Then, you learned how to control a lamp using Arduino. We used a relay to control this lamp at will, and also used another component to automatically measure the current & power consumption of this lamp. We also integrated a light level sensor to the project, so we could program the lamp to automatically switch on when the night approaches.

After that, in the second part of the book, we used what we learned in the first part to build wireless home automation systems based on Arduino.

First, we took the motion sensor project that we developed earlier in the book, and monitored the motion sensors wirelessly using the XBee technology. With this new hardware, we built an array of motion sensors that can be deployed in your home, and we monitored them using a central interface on your computer.

We used the same concept to add wireless capabilities to the temperature, humidity and light levels measurement project. We added a Bluetooth module to the project, and we were able to monitor the measured data from a web browser.

In the next chapter, we added WiFi to the lamp control project, and were able to control a lamp & monitor its energy consumption remotely. Because we used WiFi to do so, we were also able to control the lamp directly from a smartphone or tablet.

Finally, in the last chapter of the book, we used everything we learned in the book to build an home automation system based on several XBee motion sensors & a WiFi-controlled
lamp. We also integrated everything into a central software, so you can monitor & control your home from a single interface.

Of course, through this entire book you didn’t learn only about Arduino and home automation. You also acquired solid knowledge about other programming languages like JavaScript and HTML, which can be useful in many other domains.
8.2 How to go further?

With all the knowledge you acquired in this book about the Arduino platform and home automation, it is now time to go further and build your own home automation systems. But the essential question is: how to start?

If you’re not 100% confident about your skills yet, the first step is really to go through all the projects of this book and try to do them again yourself without the help of the book. That will really give you the skills and confidence to build more projects.

My second advice is to start small. Is there some project in your home you always wanted to do and that you couldn’t do because a lack of skills? Now is a good time to do it. But don’t start by designing and building a complete security system for your home! Start by connecting a sensor to Arduino to detect if a door is opened for example. Then add other sensors. When this is working, add a LCD screen and some buttons to have a basic interface. Then connect it to your computer using what you’ve learned in this book. And soon enough, you will have your whole security system.

My last advice for you: have fun! If you chose to follow the projects of this book, it is probably that you are interested in building your own home automation systems instead of buying commercial ones, mainly because you are interested in experimenting and having control over your installation. And the best way to build better systems is to have fun doing it. It doesn’t matter if what you built is not perfect the first time: take time to experiment, adjust, and play with what you build. This will boost your confidence, make you happy and push you to experiment with more and more complex systems.

I will finish this book with an opening to the future of home automation using open-source hardware. I see many trends in the future from which the home automation domain can really benefit.

The first one, which is a major trend at the moment this book was written, is 3D printing. For those who don’t know what 3D printing is, it’s simply a technique of building objects by “printing” them layer-by-layer. The core of a 3D printer is a printing head that can also move up and down is controlled by a processor to build the exact replica of a 3D object that has been designed on a computer. This technique allows rapid prototyping of small objects and is already used by designers to reduce the time to develop a new product. Compared to typical fabrication techniques like injection molding, 3D printing is much better to prototype small objects as it is cheaper and the machine can stand on your desk.
Now, what does it mean for home automation enthusiasts? Well, I believe it will be a real game changer in the future. With what we saw in this book, you can build a basic alarm system for your home that have the same functionalities compared to an alarm system that you would have bought in a store. However, it still lacks something compared to the commercial system: you don’t have the nice design of the plastic protection and cases that comes with the commercial system. It is fine for prototyping and playing around, but it is not nice if you want to build a longer lasting home automation system.

And I believe 3D printing can change that. Before, nobody could design his or her own cases for an alarm system or a sensor. You needed to build a mold, which was very expensive, and then go to a factory to build the pieces for your system. But now we 3D printing, it becomes possible. You can design the parts on your computer, and have them built one by one by a 3D printer, with a really limited cost. There are more and more spaces in the world where you can “rent” a 3D printer for a limited amount of time to print your designs. One example is the fab labs, where you can find all sort of tools to build objects. You can find a list of fab labs at this address:

http://fab.cba.mit.edu/about/labs/

With this kind of technologies, you can really build home automation systems that look as professional as commercial systems.

Another trend I am currently seeing is the availability of more connected objects. This trend is usually denoted as the Internet of Things (IoT), which says that all objects in our home and even in our life in general will end up being connected to the Internet. We still lack the hardware and an open protocol to standardize everything, but this is definitely something we hear about more and more in the coming years.

For the world of home automation using open-source components, this will also have an impact. It is still complicated to connect an object, for example a sensor, to the web, as you have to use a dedicated shield for Arduino for example. However, more and more boards based on the Arduino platform are coming with built-in connectivity. And at the time this book was written, Arduino actually has several boards with built-in WiFi connectivity, like the Arduino Yun. I believe that with this kind of connected boards, it will be easier and easier to build connected home automation systems that integrate with other devices seamlessly.
Chapter 9

Resources

The following is a list of the best resources concerning open-source home automation with Arduino. I organized this chapter in different categories so it is easier for you to find the information you need.
9.1 General Information about Arduino

- **Open Home Automation**: The companion website of this book, where you will find many more projects using Arduino & open-source hardware to build home automation projects.
- **Arduino**: the reference website of the Arduino platform. Especially go over to their fantastic forums to find help on your Arduino related projects.
- **Instructables**: A website containing step-by-step projects. Search there for “Arduino” or “Home automation” and you will find a lot of exciting projects.
- **Adafruit Learning System**: An online learning platform with a selection of high-quality step-by-step articles on making things in general. Many projects use the Arduino platform, and some are about home automation.
9.2 Components

- **SparkFun**: A website selling many Arduino related products. All their products are open-source and you can download the source files directly from their product descriptions.
- **Adafruit**: A company based in New York that sells high quality products for the Arduino platform.
- **SeeedStudio**: A Chinese company that sells many original products for the Arduino platform. They also offer their own PCB production & assembly services.
9.3 Suggested Reading

- **Programming Arduino: Getting Started With Sketches**: Written by Simon Monk, this book is a very clear and practical introduction to Arduino.
- **Arduino Workshop: A Hands-On Introduction**: A well-written book with many simple projects to learn about the Arduino platform.
- **Arduino Cookbook**: Written by Michael Margolis, the book is an excellent in-depth resource about the Arduino platform.
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